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1 Executive Summary 

D2.2 reports the reference architecture that has been designed in CIPSEC for the protection of critical 
infrastructures against cybersecurity threats. The design process follows an exhaustive methodology that feeds 
from the context analysis carried out in WP1 (critical infrastructure requirements and commonalities, market 
analysis, etc.). D2.2 also feeds from the initial system design created in D2.1. The architecture has been 
designed with a process where the level of granularity of the design is progressively increased, adding details 
and components that fulfil the expected requirements. To this end, the design methodology starts with an 
analysis of the management of data in critical infrastructures, which has been used to define a data lifecycle. 
This data lifecycle is used for the creation of a high-level architecture, which consists of a layered model where 
data flows from its acquisition from the critical infrastructure elements (network, devices, sensors, etc.) to the 
analysis and processing of such information to generate reports, recommendations and contingency plans are 
presented to the system admin staff. This high-level architecture is presented in detail, with an additional level 
of granularity, defining components for every layer and its interactions, resulting into the CIPSEC reference 
architecture. The components and interactions have been defined by using:  

(1) The security requirements and commonalities specified in WP1,  

(2) The characteristics of the CIPSEC tools and services provided by CIPSEC partners and reported in D1.2 
and D2.1,  

(3) The foreseen extensions to such tools and services.  

The CIPSEC reference architecture has also been mapped to the tools and services from CIPSEC partners. 
This mapping will guide the implementation of the prototype and the three pilots to be developed in CIPSEC 
(that will be defined and done in WP3). The architecture is envisioned to be flexible and extensible, so that 
additional services and tools can be plugged to any layer of the CIPSEC architecture (for example, to retrieve 
new types of data from the acquisition layer). 

This deliverable also details the role of every tool within the CIPSEC architecture. To this end, the interactions 
between components are defined, including also the information exchanged. This deliverable also describes 
the potential extensions that these tools require to cover the features and requirements expected in CIPSEC. 
Similarly, CIPSEC services are also described in terms of their integration within the CIPSEC architecture. 
Further details about CIPSEC services are given in deliverable D2.4.  
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of the document 

This deliverable details the design of the CIPSEC reference architecture; one of the main objectives pursued in 
the project. Herein, we describe the methodology used for the creation of the architecture. The architecture is 
intended to be flexible, robust and extensible in order to be adapted to the specific requirements of critical 
infrastructures from different domains.  Therefore, the methodology followed for the design has been 
exhaustive and based on a thorough analysis of different types of critical infrastructures. This deliverable has 
used the analysis carried out in WP1, such as the identification of commonalities across critical infrastructures, 
their security requirements and their levels of importance, as input. The design process has used this input to 
define the data managed within a critical infrastructure and how this data is managed along its life cycle. With 
this information, the analysis has derived a reference architecture that fulfils the security requirements defined 
at the analysis stage (i.e. WP1). Given the innovative objectives of CIPSEC, a comprehensive analysis has 
been carried out, in order to map the tools and services available from all the partners of the project 
consortium, guaranteeing that all the security requirements are covered by those tools and services. However, 
the CIPSEC architecture has been designed in such a way that new tools/services (either legacy or future 
ones) can easily be integrated, in case new security requirements, not covered by the tools/services currently 
available, arise.  

2.2 Relation to other project work 

D2.2 reports the design of the CIPSEC architecture, which is one of the key results of the project. Therefore, 
this deliverable guides many activities carried out in CIPSEC, feeding from the analysis work done during the 
initial stages of the project. More specifically, the following deliverables have been used as input for D2.2: 

 D1.1, D1.2 and D1.3, which provide with the context analysis of critical infrastructure, security 
requirements, and market analysis around security issues and critical infrastructures. 

 D2.1, which provide the initial system design, which is the main input used for the design  

Additionally, although all the activities carried out in CIPSEC feeds from the design created in D2.2, the 
following deliverables and activities are directly influenced by the CIPSEC architecture: 

 D2.3, which reports in detail the integration of partners’ products within the reference architecture. 

 D2.4, which reports in detail the integration of CIPSEC services within the reference architecture. 

 Pilots created in WP3, which plan the integration of CIPSEC tools and services based on the reference 
architecture designed. 

The CIPSEC architecture created in D2.2 will be revised and consolidated as part of the D2.5 that will be 
reported in M24. 

2.3 Structure of the document 

This deliverable is structured in the following way: 

 Section 3 describes the process followed to create the CIPSEC reference architecture.  

 Section 4 describes the role of partners’ tools within the CIPSEC reference architecture. 

 Section 5 describes the role of CIPSEC services within the CIPSEC reference architecture. 

 Section 6 concludes the deliverable. 
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3 CIPSEC Enterprise Architecture Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

CIPSEC’s main objective is the creation of a reference architecture for the management of security in Critical 
Infrastructures (CI). The main challenge associated to this objective is the creation of a framework capable of 
being adapted to any CI, no matter the type of resources managed by the CI or the security requirements. As 
reported in D1.3, different types of CI (from energy to transportation systems) are exposed to a different 
number of cyber threats and therefore, various different security mechanisms have to be considered to prevent 
these infrastructures from being compromised. Therefore, the CIPSEC architecture has to be flexible and 
extensible, allowing for its adaptation to different CI and their specific requirements. Such flexibility was an 
important consideration when choosing the methodology for the design of the CIPSEC architecture. Said 
methodology is organized in five different steps, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Methodology for the creation of the CIPSEC architecture 

Every step of the above methodology adds a level of granularity to the previous step, which typically operates 
at a higher level of abstraction. In more detail: 

 Step 1: Security Data Lifecycle. In this step, the data flows, shared between the different actors of 
CIPSEC, are analysed. To this end, the commonalities among CI (derived from D1.1 and D1.3) are 
identified, in order to determine the type of information required, the consumers, and the producers. 

 Step 2: High level reference architecture. Using the result of the analysis done in Step 1, the flow of the 
data is used to create a high level architecture. 

 Step 3: Detailed reference architecture. This step identifies the main functional components covered by 
the CIPSEC tools and services, mapping them to the high level architecture defined in Step 2. 

 Step 4: Solutions portfolio mapping. With the architecture defined in Step 3, every CIPSEC tool and 
service is mapped to every component of the architecture, defining the concrete inputs and outputs for 
every tool and/or service.  

 Step 5: Pilot integration. In this step, the CIPSEC reference architecture is adapted to each specific pilot. 

The following subsections present every step of the methodology in more detail. 

3.2 Step 1: Security Data Lifecycle 

3.2.1 Data Lifecycle in Critical Infrastructures 

There are many different possibilities regarding the management of data in Critical Infrastructures which 
depend on the special characteristics of the IT installations used in these infrastructures. Some examples are: 

 Very extensive networks within the premises. 

 Possibility of configuration normally limited. 

 Inability to modify communication protocols. 
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 Long life of the products used. 

 Inability to add specific software modules due to certificates’ compliance. 

The extension and distribution of networks in a CI is very different compared to a typical IT business. In the 
premises of a CI it is possible to find different network architectures, such as tree, star or bus topologies. It is 
also common to have different types of physical media for the same communication protocol within the same 
installation for several CI scenarios. Therefore certain environments need to work using both a wireless 
connection and wired ones (cable, optic fibre or even both), which complicates the control of the perimeter in 
such networks.  

In addition, in some cases, there may be network access points that are not well fortified. Most hardware 
devices for a specific OT application (Operational Technology, including operator screens, robots or IEDs) have 
software specifically designed to provide just the functionalities for which it has been designed, making it 
practically impossible for the user to introduce new features. These systems are opposed to those used in IT 
transactional environments, where new software solutions can be added with less restrictions. 

Typically, as represented in Figure 2, sensors data, and data from Operational Network (Controller LAN) are 
stored in safer dedicated networks, and more expensive media storage systems (i.e., Manufacturing Execution 
Systems, Data Historians), while less critical, such as data communications are stored in IT networks (i.e., 
through a business LAN). OT and IT networks should be instantiated as separate environments within a 
company, although many times data from both IT and OT is shared at application level. 

 

Figure 2: The differences between the IT enterprise network and the OT network. The networks end up 
separated by different levels and the respective firewalls and intrusion prevention systems work 
complementarily 

Data management processes have become increasingly important as businesses have to deal with compliance 
requirements that regulate how critical infrastructures must deal with particular types of data. Data 
management experts stress that data life cycle management is not a product, but a comprehensive approach to 
managing organization's data, involving procedures and practices as well as applications. Figure 3 represents 
the typical lifecycle for data in a OT. 
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Figure 3: OT Data lifecycle 

3.2.1.1 OT Data Acquisition 

Originally, OT Data Acquisition (OTDAQ) is the process of sampling signals that measure the physical 
conditions of the real world and convert the resulting samples into numerical digital values that can be 
manipulated by a computer system. Data acquisition systems are usually responsible for converting analogue 
waveforms into digital values for later processing. Human Machine Interfaces (HMI), Remote Terminal Unit 
(RTU), Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), OT devices or directly human operators are in charge of 
retrieve such data. 

Devices used in OT data acquisition are those designed specifically for industrial control: control of a single 
process or machine, not interrelated directly with another process or machine. For example, hospital ventilators 
do not interact with syringe plumps. However, in the current Industry 4.0 IoT scenarios all facilities tend to 
communicate each other, increasing the security management complexity in such interoperable scenarios.  

At this stage of the lifecycle (see Figure 4), communications are usually done through proprietary protocols, not 
public/open or documented, and in most cases monitoring is done through a client server protocol. This 
protocol is usually proprietary and documented at the discretion of the manufacturer. Some OT devices add to 
their own communications protocol the possibility of communicating using standard protocols such as Modbus, 
DNP3 or, OPC UA. In many cases, like railway scenarios, OT controller devices can be connected to remote 
inputs and outputs via a so-called fieldbus (track fields). Many OT controller devices incorporate communication 
ports for such connectivity. 

Regarding the physical media used for communication, it is worth noticing that they are very varied, from 
connections RS-232, RS-485, USB or proprietary, to the generalization (but not standardization) of the TCP/IP 
Ethernet connection. 
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Figure 4: OT Data Acquisition 

3.2.1.2 OT Data Dissemination 

An OT Data Dissemination system comprises a set of networks, equipment and programs that perform real-
time monitoring of industrial processes and complex tasks that use the information obtained through sensors. 
The elements of the data lifecycle associated to this stage are represented in Figure 5. It also communicates 
with actuators/controllers devices to transmit to sensors appropriate orders that can control the process 
automatically by means of specialized software. 

Compared to traditional IT systems, systems for data dissemination in CI typically use processing, productivity, 
display, and connectivity capabilities of industry-standard equipment, providing a more powerful, flexible and 
cost-effective solution. They are usually called SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems.  

In many cases it is possible to install the software used in this stage on industrial PCs (incorporating 
ruggedized systems, i.e. systems designed with special characteristics that allow them to withstand typical 
temperature, dust and/or humidity conditions of industrial environments). In fact, it is also possible to install 
these systems on devices like tablets or smart phones. 

For the OT Data Dissemination step the following conditions apply: 

 Easy communication through specific protocols between OT devices and OT controllers. 

 Prepared to allow the integration and centralization of all signals generated by a given process. 

 Monitoring, control and information management in real time. 

 Usable management, not requiring a high degree of specialization. 

In this step Operational historian servers are also used. They are information systems based on database 
engines that are specifically designed to handle large volumes of information (some operational historians are 
able to store data associated with more than 200,000 analogue variables), with a wide variety of data types and 
with high speed (variable registration times can be in milliseconds). These types of solutions usually 
incorporate tools for the exploitation, analysis and contextualization of the information stored, that can be used 
by the operators responsible for the industrial and infrastructure environments to make appropriate decisions. 
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Once the data has been stored, the historians provide tools that allow analysing, exploiting and contextualizing 
the collected information. These tools try to solve the problems that traditionally arise when using customized 
solutions that use information associated with industrial and critical infrastructure environments. 

 

Figure 5: OT Data Dissemination 

3.2.1.3 OT Data Consumption 

OT Data Consumption is associated with the concept of Industrial Business Intelligence (IBI), which in turn is 
defined as the set of tools, applications, technologies, solutions and processes that allow different users to 
access to valuable information for decision making purposes by using data collected from network 
infrastructures. It is worth noticing that IBI providers just combine transactional data, obviating the information 
generated by real-time information systems which is traditionally associated with industrial or infrastructure 
environments; OT Data Consumption solutions are developed from ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) 
processes and used by Management Execution Systems (MES), Business Intelligence systems (BI), Enterprise 
Resource Planning systems (ERP) or management staff. 

The extraction process consists of extracting information from different data sources. The transformation 
process consists of contextualizing the raw data collected from the different data sources. Finally, the loading 
process consists of storing all this information already contextualized in a centralized repository that is usually 
called Data warehouse. Once the data is contextualized, stored and available in the Data warehouse, there are 
tools to exploit this information. Such are Data Mining solutions, used to visualize the main indicators of OT 
management (KPI) and to define predefined reports. These tools allow the development of score cards that can 
be used to easily and intuitively know the status of key performance indicators as well as other key information 
so that they can make intelligent decisions based on objective information. 
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Figure 6: OT Data Consumption 

3.2.2 Lifecycle for security data 

Security data in Critical Infrastructures, understood as the data that is managed within security operations, is 
one of the most important assets to manage. This data is transformed and used by the actors that take part in 
the CI, either internal or external, and it is the most important asset used to identify the main capabilities that 
CIPSEC requires.  

CIPSEC proposes integrating the security data lifecycle around the CI data lifecycle, in order to decouple both 
processes and to avoid conflicts.  

The three main steps to deal with security data lifecycle challenges are the same for CI data lifecycle, although 
the activities carried out are totally different: 
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Figure 7: Security Data Lifecycle Activities 

The process of usage and transformation of security data can be organized in a lifecycle with three stages: 

Data Acquisition. To cover all aspects in CIP we will extend the scope to “all valuable digital security 
information sources”, using as data sources typical Host & Network Sensors -Including Host-based intrusion 
detection system (HIDS) and Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)-, and data from other subsystems 
that coexist together in the same security ecosystem. Knowledge derived from human, activity & security data 
(such as log files), monitoring status information, and reports are the main inputs used in this step. 

The CIPSEC framework uses a set of collection logs and reports designed to maintain all relevant details 
associated with security data collected. These logs can contain information about: 

 Firewalls 

 Antivirus/Antimalware 

 Real-time activity monitoring 

 Intrusion detection sensors 

 Disturbance on wireless signal 

The CIPSEC framework uses a combination of detailed event logs, collected from heterogeneous security 
solutions, used to provide a complete audit trail covering data acquisition to data delivery. 

Data Dissemination. Once the data is collected, analysed and the access to the information is granted, the 
information can then be disseminated to various stakeholders and systems. The dissemination process delivers 
valuable data insights so that it can be used to improve security service delivery. The organization should 
disseminate security knowledge, especially about its security incidents to stakeholders and focus on 
establishing a dissemination plan to deliver critical knowledge and get the right information, in the right format, 
to the right people, and at the right time. CIPSEC considers a streamlined, efficient process to deliver massive 
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amounts of data. This capability can only be found among solutions and service providers who have deep 
technical expertise and real world experience with the cybersecurity data discovery process. Several types of 
output of this stage include: 

 Events, alarms 

 Tokens  

 Software Updates 

 Security Data Insights 

 User Credentials 

Data Consumption. This step corresponds to the highest level of security management, obtaining an overview 
of the cybersecurity operations at all levels (coverage, compliance, threats, attacks, etc.) so that it can make 
timely decisions about prevention or mitigation. Data Consumption is all about understanding the CI security 
data and extracting data insights from them. It is important to consider decision-making as the main driver of 
the cycle. How data is visualized and reported may vary depending on the nature of the inquiry, and the actor 
who is going to take advantage of the information. The main data consumers in CI are: 

 Dashboards 

 Human End-Users (CI Staff) 

 Post-Mortem Incident Analysis 

 Security Operation Centre Personnel 

It is necessary to involve experts and trained teams in support activities. The complexity of the CI security data 
lifecycle processes requires carrying out decision making activities both at a business and at a technical level, 
enhancing it with actions taken by individual security experts. CI teams may include a combination of senior 
level consultants and systems engineers with backgrounds in a variety of relevant fields: 

 Field service technician 

 Network managers 

 Security analysts 

 Computer forensics 

 Systems admins 

 Contingency plan designers 

 Industrial Engineers 

Compiling all the aforementioned characteristics of every stage of the security data lifecycle results in the 
representation depicted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Security data life cycle for CI in CIPSEC 

The activities carried out in every stage of the lifecycle can be grouped in the following common activities, as it 
is represented in Figure 9: 

 Acquisition: Activities carried out in the data acquisition stage are done by agents, sensors or sniffers that 
retrieve relevant security data from the network, devices and other machines running within the CI. 

 Detection: Activities carried out in the data dissemination stage, where data acquired from it is aggregated 
and processed to detect potential threats or ongoing attacks.  

 Data Processing: Activities carried out in the data dissemination stage where additional processing is 
done with the information gathered from the CI and with the result of the detection activities. Examples can 
be forensics processing (to detect threats based on past behaviour) or data anonymization. 

 Presentation: Activities carried out in the data consumption stage, where the information produced by the 
detection and data processing activities is used to be graphically represented or to create reports.  

 User/System Manager: Activities carried in the data consumption stage, where the information 
represented in the presentation activities are used by system administrators for recommendation or 
contingency plans.  
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Figure 9: Activities derived from the Security Data Lifecycle 

In the next step of the methodology, an initial high level architecture is built based on the aforementioned 
activities associated to the security data lifecycle.  

3.3 Step 2: High level reference architecture 

The activities identified in the previous step can be organized in a layered architecture as represented in Figure 
10: 

 Acquisition Layer: Contains the security sensors/services plugged to CIPSEC. Available to be used by CI. 
Provides logs to the Detection Layer. 

 Detection Layer: Detects anomalies discovered from the logs received from the security services. 
Provides information about events or alerts happening in the CI. 

 Data Processing Layer: Provides additional data processing, evaluating events and alerts by correlating 
them with previous records, attack patterns, etc. Produces inferred risks or potential threats. 

 Presentation Layer: Receives data about events/alerts/risks/threats, which are properly aggregated and 
represented in a visual interface.  

 User/System manager Layer: Visualizes the system through a visual interface offered by the Presentation 
Layer and, if necessary, elaborates contingency plans to be used by the CI 
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Figure 10: High level CIPSEC architecture 

Therefore, according to Figure 10, the security data flows from the lower layers of the architecture, where 
sensors or security services gather information. This information is then aggregated and analysed in order to 
infer potential threats or to issue reports and alerts. Additional processing can be done either to anonymize 
data or to perform additional forensics analysis (i.e., to estimate potential threats based on past behaviour or 
previous attack patterns). This information is transformed into a user friendly representation (via dashboards or 
advanced visualization tools) that is used by system administrators, who can conduct recommendations or 
contingency plans to react to the events and alarms detected by the CIPSEC framework. 

The high level architecture also shows the supporting services that complements the CIPSEC framework: 

 Updating and patching: based on the analysis of the components running in the CIPSEC framework, this 
service plans updates/patches to protect it against new vulnerabilities. 

 User training: consists on a set of training courses that support system administrators to learn on the 
characteristics of the CIPSEC framework, leveraging its adoption. 

 Compliance Management: Manages compliance requirements between the CI and CIPSEC features, 
enabling the appropriate configuration of CIPSEC services and tools. 
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3.4 Step 3: Detailed reference architecture 

As described in D1.1 and D1.3, the analysis of the CI context results in a set of requirements that the CIPSEC 
framework has to cover. These requirements determine the risk factor by which the likelyhood of suffering from 
any security threat deriving into a not controllable situation is noticeable. The following table describes the most 
relevant risk factors and vulnerabilities around critical infrastructures

1
 and their data lifecycle. The vast majority 

of them can be framed within the scope of technical or technological vulnerabilities, as they affect the devices 
themselves, their software or their communications. 

Table 1: Risk factors to consider when designing components of the CIPSEC framework 

Risk Factor Description 

Inappropriate 
access control 

 

Old devices that operate on system controling and automation systems do not have 
access control systems at the logical level (i.e., a user/password is not required to access 
and/or view/modify their contents). In modern devices there are user-based access control 
and password systems. However, no role-based authorization criteria or other 
authentication/authorization mechanisms are normally used. This implies that the same 
user can be used both to read and to write or update the firmware.  

Malware 
protection 

 

Malware can be generalized as common vulnerabilities in automation and control systems. 
Risks associated to this factor include: 

 The absence of anti-malware software, which facilitates the infection of the automation 

and control systems, which can result in degradation of system performance, loss of 

availability, information, etc. 

 The outdated anti-malware software, which can result in certain malicious programs 

not being detected. 

 The deployment of anti-malware software without performing the appropriate testing, 

which may cause the automation and control system to fail, or even be detected as a 

false-positive, removing certain critical binaries associated with specific applications. 

Poorly managed 
OT/IT 
communications 

 

Communication networks interconnect all the components of a control system. If for some 
reason such network is attacked, the risk threatening the normal operation of the 
infrastructure can be very high. 

To protect the OT network, it is essential to know all the elements (i.e., nodes, routers, 
gateways) and interconnections that are part of it. Unfortunately, it is common to find that 
there is a strong lack of documentation that details its topology, the interconnected 
elements, the communication protocols in use in each link (insurance, insecure, IT, etc.) or 
services and ports accessible in each device. 

Related to inadequate management of communications in Critical Infrastructures, one of 
the most fundamental aspects that is usually neglected are connections to the Internet or 
the use of services such as DNS, DHCP, antimalware, or backup. Interconnection with 
suppliers and manufacturers is usually done through the Internet due to its lower cost. This 
same reason may be behind the decision of interconnecting different industrial plants 
through the public Internet. 

Unsecured Use 
of Unsafe 
Protocols 

Many protocols used in critical infrastructures suffer from security issues, mainly due to the 
irrelevance of security protection mechanisms when they were created 30 years ago. 
Today, many of these protocols are still in use, and have even been adapted to make use 
of the newest applications recently appearing (i.e., real-time streaming based services). 

                                                      

1
 NIST SP 800-82 (NIST SP 800-82-Rev 2: Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security. 2015) 
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 This means that, in addition to the security problems intrinsic to their design, such as lack 
of authentication or absence of encryption, they are also incorporating the risks associated 
to new applications. 

Use of 
unencrypted 
communications 

 

Very often, control systems, due to their real-time requirements, impose very strict 
limitations on the timing of the messages, which must arrive in very specific time intervals. 
Therefore, communications are usually unencrypted, so that any attacker listening to the 
network would be able to observe the traffic that is being transmitted, being able to easily 
obtain information about the operation of the control system and facilitating an attack at 
this level. 

Outdated 
software 

 

The lack of timely updating and patching in operating systems and in other software affects 
the security level of the system, being exposed to non-secure functions, newly detected 
vulnerabilities lack of new commands, new cryptographic algoritims and lack of other 
relevant capabilities. 

Lack of training 
and awareness 

 

The lack of training in cybersecurity for engineers, operators and management staff in 
critical infrastructure is another common risk factor. This is specially critical when old 
control systems, typically isolated from other networks, are becoming interconnected with 
other systems. 

The training of employees coming from security control systems in industrial domains is 
paramount to guarantee the proper usage of new emerging security management 
methodologies. Learning to identify the interdependencies between devices and the 
resulting risk from a cybersecurity perspective is also critical. Also important is to know 
how to improve day-to-day security: proper use of portable storage media (USB, CD ...), 
management of access and permissions of external personnel (such as suppliers or 
manufacturers), risks and methods for the secure interconnection of different industrial 
networks, proper use of passwords, email and other resources of the company. 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations 
related to 
business 
continuity 

 

The most critical control and automation systems usually have backups/redundant services 
to continue the activity if the main system is affected from some attack. The problem is that 
many control and automation systems do not have a prepared, avialable and properly 
tested disaster recovery plan that determines how the main components of the process 
should be restored using backup records. 

The lack of a disaster recovery plan coordinated with all public and private entities 
involved, causes the time of reaction and recovery to increase and, therefore, the damages 
may be greater. 

In order to minimize risk and obtain an optimum degree of security in any system it is necessary to apply a 
security strategy in depth. This also applies to control and automation systems and critical infrastructures. 

Every good defence strategy (Figure 11) must start from the knowledge of the security policies, procedures and 
mechanisms available in a CI. The security strategy of a CI is typically seen as a set of layers of defence where 
the continuity of the process and population’s safety occupy the innermost level, being preceded by different 
levels such as physical locations (the outer level), network perimeter, servers, applications, etc. On the other 
hand, when designing such strategy, it is also necessary to consider physical security as a transversal layer, 
since physical access to an asset can make it possible to bypass the rest of the layers of the defence model. 

Within the logical protection, the first element to take into account is perimeter security. That is, to define 
correctly the digital limits of the control and automation system, in order to be able to deploy a whole range of 
security tools: firewall, IDS/IPS, VPN, etc. Nowadays, there are technologically more advanced solutions, and 
in many cases exclusive to the industrial control systems. Among these solutions there are industrial firewalls, 
data diodes, or online antimalware systems. It is also important to carry out a correct design of networks, where 
a correct segmentation is fundamental since, in addition to providing security, allows reducing the probability of 
interference between traffic used for different purposes (i.e., management, control, reporting, etc.). At the same 
time, this also simplifies the communication infrastructure of the organization. Firewalls, routers, and switches 
play also a fundamental role in this sense, for which the correct definition of access control lists, or filtering 
rules is a key aspect. 
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Individual equipment or devices are also important to take into account in a security strategy. Some actions are 
to eliminate all those services that are not necessary as well as to identify, limit and secure open ports and 
associated services. In this sense it is important to consider security measures such as the use of host firewall 
or host IPS (virtual patching); Anti-virus and black/white lists, to prevent possible infections by malware; role-
based access control, to limit system privileges based on user and application profile; and patch management, 
to keep up-to-date applications and operating system equipment and effectively address security issues that 
may arise. 

Access control systems are also a key aspect in the security strategy: data encryption, for storing or 
transmitting data through the network; the classification of information according to levels of criticality, the 
prevention of information leakage when applicable, solutions for securing databases and transactions, etc. 

 

Figure 11: Key aspects to effectively defend critical infrastructures 

The CIPSEC project tries to define a reference architecture delving into the particular casuistry of critical 
infrastructures, trying to extend its generalization and implementation to most of the existing CI domains. 
Grouping the expected funcionalities of the CIPSEC framework and the layers identified in the high level 
architecture, we can identify (Table 2) the following functioalities to be covered by every layer. The table also 
shows the risk factors that are mitigated with that functionality: 

Table 2: Required functionalities in CIPSEC 

Layer Functionality Description 
Risk factors 

mitigated 

Acquisition Integrity 
Management  

Integrity management is one of the key functions 
when securing OT devices used for remote access. 
These devices are accessible from the outside and, 
therefore, are susceptible to receive attacks. For this 
reason they will have to undergo a thorough review, 
applying all the necessary security measures to 

Unsecured Use of 
Unsafe Protocols 

 

Poorly managed 
OT/IT 
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reduce the risk. Also, OT devices and related security 
systems require an appropriate maintenance so that 
their operation is optimal at all times. Such 
maintenance must be performed whenever there is 
any change in the network topology, when new 
devices (safety or not) are added to the network. 
Among the actions to be performed for integrity 
management are: 

 Periodically review the set of rules enforced in 
firewalls, IDS/IPS, VPN rules, etc., in order to 
ensure that they are the most appropriate, 
eliminating those that are no longer necessary, 
and making more specific those rules that were 
initially defined in a more general way. 

 Backup the configuration and registered events 
so that communication can be recovered quickly 
in case the device has to be replaced. 

 Monitor disk space to ensure continuous event 
logging and proper device operation. 

 Periodically monitor the health status of the OT 
devices, checking values such as the memory 
used, performance, adequate computing 
capacity wit, h the maximum transfer flows in the 
network, etc. 

 Real-time monitoring of events generated for the 
early response to incidents. 

 Perform hardware/software maintenance, 
updating the software or replacing the device if it 
is obsolete. 

 Event logging must be enabled on all computers 
involved in the connection, as this can control the 
source and destination of the connection. In 
addition, an inventory of all connections must be 
maintained, to keep track of those that are no 
longer necessary. 

 Conduct periodic audits to check the security and 
necessity of each of the connections, limiting the 
permissions of each connection if the needs 
change. 

 Monitoring the devices within a control and 
automation system, as well as the prevention 
and reaction to attacks. An essential element in 
monitoring is intrusion detection and prevention 
systems. 

communications 

 

Outdated software 

 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
continuity 

Vulnerability 
Assessment 

This functionality is related to performing analysis of 
the CI components for detecting potential 
vulnerabilities associated to the software running in 
those elements, comprising sensors, servers, 
routers, etc).  

The number of new discovered vulnerabilities related 

Outdated software 

 

Malware 
protection 
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to control systems has increased a lot in the last 
years. Specifically, since the appearance of Stuxnet 
malware in 2010, the number of reported 
vulnerabilities affecting these systems has increased 
substantially, with a rise rate of more than 85% in this 
time frame. In addition, the Flame and DuQu 
malicious programs, as well as Stuxnet, were also 
used in the public sphere to exclusively attack control 
systems. The Wannacry ransomware combined with 
a recent Windows vulnerability exploited in 2017 is 
the latest extended attack that affected around 150 
countries and lots of big companies all around the 
world. 

This increase in the number of vulnerabilities since 
the year 2010 should not be interpreted as non-
existing before that year. The interest of the 
community of professionals on cyber security aspects 
has grown and these vulnerabilities have become 
public. Fortunately, with Stuxnet, the mentality has 
changed; laying the foundations for increasing the 
efforts of public administrations on the awareness of 
how important and necessary is the protection 
against software vulnerabilities. 

Identity Access 
Management  

Access control must be governed by authentication 
and authorization processes. The recommendations 
for these processes are: 

 Strong level multi-factor authentication 
mechanisms: The use of dual user/password is a 
simple method that should be limited to local 
environments or users already validated. For 
accessing from the outside it is necessary to use 
more than one authentication system such as 
passwords and tokens, or the use of coordinate 
cards. 

 Authorization based on security profiles/roles, for 
example, by separating the tasks that each user 
can do, so that the same logical user is not able 
to carry out tasks of reading, writing and 
administration activities. 

 Access management, through the 
implementation of processes and mechanisms to 
enable and disable connections so that they are 
only available during a pre-defined time window. 

 Principle of univocal identification, allowing the 
identification and registration of actions and their 
link with a specific subject. 

 Use of non-transferable credentials for each 
physical user, preventing the use of generic 
users that make it difficult to associate a logical 
access user with a specific physical user. 

 No repudiation: once the user has been correctly 
identified, he/she must be able to perform all the 

Inappropriate 
access control 
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allowed functions. 

 Authorization based on roles, opposite to 
authorization based on subjects: roles are 
assigned to each subject according to the actual 
needs of their job. Before assigning these roles, 
a study of access needs must be made, 
according to the responsibilities assigned to each 
user's position. 

 Principle of minimum privilege, so that it is 
controlled which user performs each action, 
making it easier to keep track of the operations 
performed. By default, all permissions will be 
denied, and permission will only be granted if it is 
required by the needs of the user’s position. Only 
the permissions strictly necessary for the 
development of the functions associated with 
each role are granted.  

Endpoint 
detection 

Malware prevention is directly related to anomaly 
detection. In a CI environment these tools are the 
last defence, once the malware managed to pass 
through other systems such as firewalls or IDS / IPS. 

Perform detection of anomalous behaviours that 
might derive from malware or reports from intrusion 
detection sensors. Logs from firewalls or events 
detected at honeypots are also sources of 
information used to detect suspicious activities 
derived from possible attacks. 

On the other hand, the use of this type of technology 
in control and automation systems is often 
conditioned by the type of device used (capacity of 
computation and limited memory resources) and the 
criticality of its role within the system (where 
availability always prevails). Therefore, the so-called 
white lists will be used alternatively to the antivirus 
systems. Anti-virus and whitelists are different tools 
and are used in control and automation systems 
according to the needs of each. 

In general, the white lists are used in highly static 
systems, such as control devices (RTU, PLC, etc.) or 
certain SCADA equipment (HMI, SCADA Server, 
etc.) that barely change throughout operation life, 
and have very specific software; while antiviruses are 
more common in higher-level systems, where 
commercial operating systems predominate and 
equipment has higher computational capabilities. 

It should be noticed that the protection of white lists 
is very dependent on the first list drawn up. For 
example, if the white list contains the hash of an 
executable file that has been infected before the list 
was created, the anti-malware will not detect it and 
the malicious software will be able to be executed. 
On the contrary, the antivirus is able to correct a 
possible problem already existing previously thanks 
to the updates, as long as these are feasible in the 
control network.   

Malware 
protection 

 

Poorly managed 
OT/IT 
communications 

 

Outdated software 
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Compatibility with 
existing security 
services 

CI might already provide security services (IDS, IPS, 
firewalls) that are able to provide relevant securiy 
information. Such sources of security data has to be 
considered as input for the detection of threats and 
attacks. 

Outdated software 

 

Unsecured use of 
unsafe protocols 

Cypto services Communication security guarantees that the 
transmitted information cannot be captured by 
possible attackers, which can be used to attack the 
infrastructure. One of the pillars of communications 
security is the use of cryptographic techniques and in 
particular encryption. 

The encryption of communications is a technological 
solution that allows communicating two devices, 
ensuring that the information cannot be understood 
by a third party. Technically, there are two main ways 
to encrypt a message: symmetric encryption and 
asymmetric encryption. 

Therefore, given the sensitivity and critically of the 
data managed within a CI, it is strongly 
recommended that the information is protected from 
disclosure to unauthorized parties. Therefore, 
encryption capabilities would be required.  

Using unencrypted 
communications 

 

Unsecured use of 
unsafe protocols 

 

 

Detection Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 

Provide reasoning capabilities based on the 
information gathered in the acquisition layer. The 
reasoning will be able to detect threats or even 
ongoing attacks ocurring at the CI.  

Anomaly detection systems help control automatic 
systems protection against internal and external 
threats. Among the recommendations that exist for 
these devices are: 

 Send the alerts of a certain priority directly to the 
designated operator, whether the control 
operator, the security department, a SOC or any 
other, in order to be managed as soon as 
possible. 

 Use a SIEM (Security Information and Event 
Management) to collect events if several IDS/IPS 
are available, since the correlation of all the 
events produced can provide a better 
understanding of what happened during an 
attack. 

 Review the events generated on a regular basis 
to know the state of the system at any time. 

 Properly configure devices to avoid network 
failures. If, for any reason, the IDS/IPS system 
fails, the traffic and the system don’t have to be 
affected. The IDS/IPS must behave as a fail-
open, working in a transparent way in case of 
failure: not blocking any type of traffic (contrary to 
fail-close, where all traffic is blocked until the 
device is back operational). 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
continuity 

 

Lack of training 
and awareness 
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Data 
Processing 

Data 
Anonymization 
and Privacy 

The security data managed within CIPSEC might be 
used for later processing such as for threat 
intelligence purposes. However, in order to avoid the 
disclosure of sensitive data it is required that data is 
anonymized, keeping the privacy of CI’s OT/IT. CI 
usually manages thousands of devices, from many 
different networks, with high real-time low-latency 
constraints, with access control at different levels, 
some with strong privacy requirements on the 
collected and processed data (such as smart grids or 
hospitals). This complex environment is managed 
through strict (usually deterministic) protocols and 
rules, whose efficiency commonly depends on the 
time required to take the right decision based on the 
available data. Guaranteeing and maintaining 
security in ICS infrastructures and providing privacy 
assurance for the sensitive information used are on 
the top rank of actions required to successfully 
support professionals’ activities, especially 
exchanging information at all times and properly 
managing data access control to CI infrastructures. 

Inappropriate 
access control 

Forensics The goal of cyber forensics is to support the 
elements of troubleshooting, monitoring, recovery, 
and the protection of sensitive data in CI. Moreover, 
forensics is also in charge of collecting, analysing, 
and archiving data as evidence in a court of law. 
Although scalable to many information technology 
domains, especially modern corporate architectures, 
cyber forensics can be challenging when being 
applied to non-traditional environments, which are 
designed with technologies that do not provide 
adequate data storage or audit capabilities (i.e., ICS). 
In addition, further complexity is introduced if the 
environments are designed using proprietary 
solutions and protocols, thus limiting the usage of 
forensic methods. 

To address these issues and to accommodate the 
diversity in all the possible system and architecture 
types, a framework based on recommendations to 
address forensics in the industrial control systems 
domain is required. This framework must be fully 
flexible to allow for deployment into any control 
systems environment regardless of technologies 
used. Moreover, the framework must integrate 
modern network security technologies with 
traditionally closed systems, thus resulting in a true 
defence-in-depth strategy for control systems 
architectures. 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
continuity 

 

Lack of training 
and awareness 

Presentation Visualization An integrated dashboard brings together access, 
quality, efficiency and security metrics to give CI 
managers a better and complete picture of how they 
are performing. 

Most companies share a major problem: Data silos 
and non-integrated systems. The cost of system 
integration is huge, time and resource consuming. 
The best approach is to consider pulling together 

Lack of training 
and awareness 

 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
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information from all sources and creating a better 
way of presenting it, making SOC more productive. 

Fully integrated dashboards could speed up actions 
through the automation of activities, visualization of 
rule based alerts, or automatic emails triggering. 

Defining which metrics are most important for each 
CI domain and monitor performance through a sleek 
dashboard display can allow to get to the core of the 
issues happening in a system, and to understand 
security incidents in a better way, either by identifying 
and understanding where to focus the efforts to 
improve system performance. It also allows exporting 
the elements easily in order to produce customized 
reports for boards and stakeholders. 

continuity 

User/System 
Manager 

Recommendation Based on all the reports, detections and logs, the 
CIPSEC framework will issue a set of suggestions 
about possible actions to follow in order to prevent 
detected threats.  

Lack of training 
and awareness 

 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
continuity 

 

Outdated software 

Contingency Based on all the reports, detections and logs, the 
CIPSEC framework will provide specific actions (for 
example, reconfigurations or updates) to be carried 
out in the CI.  

Lack of training 
and awareness 

 

Absence of 
procedures and 
operations related 
to business 
continuity 

 

Outdated software 

Mapping the risk factors considered in Table 1 with the functionalities described in Table 2, and overlapping 
them to the high level architecture depicted in Figure 10, results to the detailed (component-level) CIPSEC 
framework represented in Figure 12. Additionally to the aforementioned functionalities, the CIPSEC framework 
can be adapted to many different types of CI with different security requirements, Therefore the CIPSEC 
framework is flexible and designed in a way that new components can be added to the acquisition layer. Future 
sensors, services or security data can be plugged, enhancing the detection layer with new sources of 
information that would improve the detection of threats or attacks, or would enable the detection of new ones.  
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Figure 12: CIPSEC framework at component level 

3.5 Step 4: Solutions portfolio mapping 

The fourth step in the design methodology followed goes one step deeper in order to define how the tools 
offered by the CIPSEC partners are mapped to the CIPSEC reference architecture designed in Step 3. As 
reported in D2.1, CIPSEC partners contribute with a set of tools that will be integrated within the CIPSEC 
framework to provide a certain functionality that will be demonstrated through three pilots. D2.1 provides with a 
detailed description of every tool. The following table summarizes them: 

Table 3: Tools used in CIPSEC 

Tool Partner Description 

Secocard  

Smartcard device that provide prevention of unauthorized access to 
virtual and physical resources by individuals or entities through signing, 
also providing secure messaging covered by encryption and signing. 

XL-SIEM 
 

The XL-SIEM monitors the network and detect information system 
anomalies (many of them caused by attempts of cyber-attacks), as a 
robust and cost effective solution to be seriously considered for critical 
infrastructure protection. 

http://atos.net/en-us/home.html
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k-Anonymization 
tool 

 

Protection model named k-anonymity and a set of accompanying 
policies for deployment 

Forensics 
Visualization Tool 

 

The AEGIS Visualization Toolkit (AVT) allows the visual presentation of 
various system parameters such as load factors, communications, etc. 
in order to assist the forensic analyst in the determination of the causes 
of major incidents 

HSM / FPGA 
device 

  

Hardware based environment capable of supporting asymmetric key 
cryptographic primitives as well symmetric key cryptographic 
primitives. It is currently implemented in FPGA technology in various 
forms that may include Elliptic curve cryptography algorithms, RSA, 
AES, ECDH or ECDSA schemes. 

Antijamming 
detector  

Detection of jamming attacks on Wi-Fi 2.4Ghz. Reporting different 
types of jamming attacks identified on the wireless network. Proximity 
estimation will be considered as an add-on for this product so we can 
end up having detection and mitigation products in the future. 

Honeypot/Cloud 
security tool  

Forth’s Honeypot detects DDoS attacks and prevents them with the 
assistance of a firewall that will apply ACLs (Access Control Lists) 
produced by the honeypot system. 

Total Defender / 
Gravity Zone  

Total Defender/Gravity Zone provides onsite and/or remote monitoring 
support for clients to perform real time surveillance and blockage of 
malware trying to enter client’s industrial network in. Bitdefender 
monitoring technology includes advanced sandboxing capabilities to 
help our security team understand, prioritize, and block sophisticated 
attacks. 

The following table represents the mapping of these tools to the CIPSEC framework (Figure 12).  

Table 4: CIPSEC tools vs CIPSEC framework 

 

Additionally, several of the functionalities required in the CIPSEC framework (as described in Table 2) are 
provided as a service: vulnerability assessment, recommendation, contingency plan and forensics. As 
mentioned in the design of the high level architecture (Figure 10), CIPSEC comprises a set of services that 
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complements the activities of the framework: compliance mananagement, updating/patching and user training. 
A similar mapping to the components of the CIPSEC architecture can be done, resulting in the following table: 

Table 5: CIPSEC services vs CIPSEC framework 

 

Finally, Figure 13 represents the mapping of every partner to every component of the CIPSEC framework. 
Components represented as a square corresponds to the tools that support such functionality, while 
components represented as ovals corresponds to the services. The three partners responsible of the pilots also 
appears mapped to the Critical Infrastructure level. 
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Figure 13: Tools and services mapped to the CIPSEC framework 

3.6 Step 5: Pilot integration 

The last step of the design methodology comprises the integration of the CIPSEC framework within the three 
pilots. At this stage, this subsection describes the system model that is used for such integration. Every pilot 
has its own requirements and specific features that will require a special adaptation of the CIPSEC framework. 
The system model will determine the boundaries of the framework and the high level requirements to be 
covered.  
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3.6.1 CIPSEC System model 

The CIPSEC framework is designed to be adapted to the special characteristics of CI. Although the CIPSEC 
framework can be instantiated as a third party used by any CI, given the criticality of the infrastructures 
considered in CIPSEC (health, transportation, etc.), a safer model is preferable. To this end, the CIPSEC core 
framework is to be installed on-premises, where a specific adaptation is necessary in order to completely 
integrate both the CIPSEC framework features with the CI resources.  

Additionally, the CIPSEC core framework follows a plugin-based approach. A set of predefined security 
services are already available in the framework (see Table 4 and Table 5). However, specific CI requirements 
might be needed. To this end, new security services can be plugged to the CIPSEC framework in order to 
cover such specific requirements. Also, connectors can be instantiated within the CIPSEC framework in order 
to use information exposed directly by the pre-existing security services that might be already running in the CI.  

Figure 14 represents the system model to be used in the integration of the CIPSEC framework within the CI of 
every pilot.  

 

Figure 14: CIPSEC system model 
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4 CIPSEC portfolio products in the reference architecture  

4.1 Introduction 

The CIPSEC reference architecture created in Section 3 is general enough to be adapted to different tools and 
services that are needed to fulfil specific requirements from different critical infrastructures. As part of the 
innovative character of this project, CIPSEC already features a set of tools and services that allows covering 
the requirements defined for the three real world pilots considered: a hospital, a train transport infrastructure 
and an air monitoring infrastructure. Section 3.5 already provides with an initial mapping of the available 
solutions to the designed architecture. This section details every solution within the CIPSEC architecture: its 
role, the interactions expected with other components of the architecture and the extensions and enhancement 
that are expected to be implemented in order to be integrated in the CIPSEC architecture and to fulfil with the 
security requirements of, at least, the three pilots considered. The following subsections describe the specific 
available tools per partner, including also the role(s) that these tools have within the different components of the 
CIPSEC architecture.  

4.2 Atos’ XL-SIEM 

The XL-SIEM (Cross-Layer SIEM) tool from Atos was initially developed with the objective of overcoming some 
limitations detected in the open source SIEMs available in the market. In particular, to improve its performance 
and scalability capabilities that allows the processing of increasing amounts of data and to add the possibility of 
correlation of events in different layers with more complex rules. 

Atos XL-SIEM integrates a set of Java processes, including the high-performance correlation engine Esper 
library (http://www.espertech.com), packaged in a topology that will be deployed in an Apache Storm cluster. 
Apache Storm (http://storm.apache.org/) is an open source distributed real-time computing system for 
processing large volumes of data. 

Figure 15 shows the XL-SIEM architecture with its main components. Data collection is performed on the 
infrastructure monitored by SIEM agents. These events are sent to the XL-SIEM kernel running on Storm 
where they are processed and correlated. The collected events, as well as the alarms generated and the 
configuration used, are integrated in the XL-SIEM frame for storage and visualization. 

 

Figure 15: Atos XL-SIEM Architecture 

This section describes the role of the parts of the XL-SIEM within the CIPSEC architecture. The three main 
parts of the XL-SIEM are accommodated in the CIPSEC architecture at three levels: 

http://www.espertech.com/
http://storm.apache.org/
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 SIEM agents are responsible for acquiring data from the sensors installed in the infrastructure, participating 
in the CIPSEC acquisition layer by adapting the data retrieved by the Endpoint Detection and Response. 

 XL-SIEM Kernel is responsible for processing and correlating data received from agents. The XL-SIEM 
Kernel participates in the CIPSEC Detection layer as part of the Anomaly Detection Reasoning, detecting 
threats or issuing alarms. 

 The Data Access Layer is responsible of graphically representing the output of the XL-SIEM Kernel, 
participating in the CIPSEC presentation layer as part of the Dashboard.  

The following subsection details these roles and how the XL-SIEM is covering them. 

4.2.1 Role within Endpoint Detection and Response 

SIEM agents are deployed to collect data from different sensors installed in the supervised OT infrastructure. 
The information retrieved from these sensors is pre-processed and normalized in order to be used by the XL-
SIEM kernel. Some sensors that could be managed by the SIEM agents are:  

 Snort (network based intrusion detection, https://www.snort.org/) 

 Arpwatch (ARP activity monitor, https://linux.die.net/man/8/arpwatch) 

 Ntop (network usage monitor, http://www.ntop.org/) 

 Kismet (wireless intrusion detection system, https://www.kismetwireless.net/) 

 OSSEC (host based intrusion detection system, https://ossec.github.io/) 

 Fprobe (network traffic, http://fprobe.sourceforge.net/) 

 pads (Passive Asset Detection System, http://passive.sourceforge.net/) 

 tcptrack (Monitor TCP connections on the network, https://linux.die.net/man/1/tcptrack) 

 openVAS-Client (the client part of the OpenVAS Security Scanner, http://www.openvas.org) 

 nagios3 (Network/systems status monitoring daemon, https://www.nagios.org/) 

 p0f (Identify remote systems passively, http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f3/) 

XL-SIEM Agents are built on the basis of plugins, which define how to obtain and analyse the information 
generated by different sensors in order to transform it into security events following a standard format. These 
plugins typically work passively by reading and extracting events from log files that can be generated locally 
(using syslog or written directly by different devices or data sources) or received from remote systems. These 
plugins can be adjusted by the user or new ones added. 

Table 6 represents the role of the XL-SIEM agents within the Endpoint Detection and Response component. 
These agents are able to retrieve logs from the different security solutions deployed on Critical Infrastructures. 
These sensors include antimalware tools, honeypots, network/host intrusion detection sensors or antijamming 
solutions. The XL-SIEM agents are able to process information retrieved from such sensors and transform it 
into plain text logs with normalized fields in order to differentiate aspects such as the source of the data or the 
type of information contained. This information is used by the XL-SIEM kernel to infer ongoing attacks and 
other potential threats.  

 

 

 

https://www.snort.org/
https://linux.die.net/man/8/arpwatch
http://www.ntop.org/
https://www.kismetwireless.net/
https://ossec.github.io/
http://fprobe.sourceforge.net/
http://passive.sourceforge.net/
https://linux.die.net/man/1/tcptrack
http://www.openvas.org/
https://www.nagios.org/
http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f3/
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Table 6: Atos XL-SIEM within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Function/Service 

Technologies 
(interfaces, 
protocols, 

etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source 
blocks 

Input from sources 
Output to 
consumers 

Consumer 
blocks 

Agents retrieve 
logs from security 
solutions deployed 
on CI premises 
 
Normalization and 
pre-processing of 
sensors data 
 
Sending most 
relevant data logs 
to XL-SIEM server 
for further 
reasoning 

Sockets 
 
Syslog

1
/ 

rsyslog
2
 

Network 
Security 
devices 
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
components 

Antimalware tool 
reports 
 
Honeypot detected 
events (i.e., 
connection attempts to 
various servers and 
databases) 
 
NIDS/HIDS info 
 
Antijamming detector 
events (i.e., wireless 
signal interruption) 

Plain text 
logs chunks 
with 
normalized 
fields 

Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner  

Several types of Endpoint Detection 
and Response must be compatible 
with XL-SIEM agents. 
 
XL-SIEM ad-hoc plugins will be 
implemented  to integrate FORTH, 
Bitdefender and Worldsensing 
solution into the XL-SIEM 
 
 
 

                                                      
1
 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424 

2
 rsyslog: http://www.rsyslog.com/ 
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4.2.2 Role within Anomaly Detection Reasoner 

Within the Anomaly Detection Reasoner component of the CIPSEC framework, the XL-SIEM plays a major 
role, since it can alert the user of potential attacks in real-time. It will use the information pre-processed by the 
Agents and a set of adaptive thresholds to distinguish the normal networking activity from the suspicious one, 
and even to notify on-going attacks. 

One of the advantages of the XL-SIEM architecture is the use of a high-performance correlation engine running 
an Apache Storm cluster for processing incoming security events. This is carried out by the kernel of the XL-
SIEM, which supports scalability and distributed real-time processing of events. This is achieved by using 
Apache Storm running along with Apache ZooKeeper (https://zookeeper.apache.org/), and the optional 
integration of stream processing queue-based systems like ZeroMQ (http://camel.apache.org/zeromq.html). 
Apache Storm adds the ability to perform event processing across different servers by distributing the load 
between them and supporting to increase the number of machines in the cluster. Apache ZooKeeper provides 
distributed synchronization through the Storm cluster while maintaining centralized configuration information. 

XL-SIEM reasoner makes use of Esper for the correlation of events and the generation of alarms. In addition, 
since Esper requires knowing in advance the type of incoming data to be processed, the XL-SIEM configuration 
interface also includes the possibility of defining different data schemas. When configuring a new mapping 
process, existing or new data schemas can be used according to the expected incoming events. In addition, 
XL-SIEM also supports the use of filtering policies. These filters can be selected when the correlation 
processes are defined and are used to reduce the number of events that reach a specific correlation engine. 

The architecture of the XL-SIEM is built to provide real-time distribution across different machines not only for 
the correlation of processes, but also for the support of different filtering policies, different rules and different 
data schemas associated with each process. This allows for greater flexibility in processing and improving 
processing capabilities and optimization of the use of available resources. Besides, the XL-SIEM includes the 
capability to store in MySQL relational databases, both events gathered by the agents and alarms generated by 
the server.  

XL-SIEM supports the configuration of different correlation processes. For each correlation process, the user 
has the flexibility to configure: 

 The security rules or policies that will be enabled on the correlation engine to trigger alarms. 

 Filtering policies that will be applied before incoming events are received by the correlation engine. 

 Actions to be executed when an alarm is generated by a specific correlation engine. 

 Fields grouped to be used with events that arrive at a specific correlation process.  

Apache Storm includes a feature called "stream grouping" which is used to configure how a stream can be split 
between different tasks within the same function (for example, to carry out correlation activities). In this case, if 
the parallelism of the correlation process is greater than one, there will be one task per processing thread. This 
is an advanced feature that will probably be used just by expert users, but can improve performance in case the 
rules are based on a specific field. 

Regarding the definition of security directives, the XL-SIEM supports two means: 

 Preconfigured rule categories. For each correlation process, the user can select one or more predefined 
policy categories, such as behavioural analysis, malware detection, denial of service attacks, brute-force 
attacks, or network attacks. Each of these categories includes a preconfigured set of rules or security 
policies that can be enabled in the correlation engine. 

 Custom user rules: The user also has the possibility to define their own security rules or directives and 
select some of them in the configuration of each correlation process. 

Another feature included in XL-SIEM is the ability to generate alarms based on previous alarms (cross alarms). 
That is, define security policies based on previous security policies. 

In CIPSEC the XL-SIEM Kernel is framed in the Anomaly Detection Reasoner, retrieving the normalized 
information produced by the SIEM agents. The details about how the XL-SIEM Kernel is integrated within the 
Anomaly Detection Reasoner in CIPSEC are detailed in Table 7. 

https://zookeeper.apache.org/
http://camel.apache.org/zeromq.html
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Table 7: Atos XL-SIEM within the Anomaly Detection Reasoner 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 
protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source blocks 

Input from 
sources 

Output to 
consumers 

Consumer blocks 

Pre-processing 
and 
normalization of 
security events 
through agents 
 
Real-time 
detection of 
ongoing 
security threats 

MySQL for 
storage 
 
Apache Storm 
 
Esper correlator 
 
Python for 
agents 
 
API for agents 
(syslog) 

Identity Access 
Management 
 
Integrity 
Management 
 
Endpoint 
Detection and 
Response  
 
External 
Security 
Services 

Different logs 
from sensors 
 
NIDS/HIDS 
events 
Including 
IP of devices, etc. 

Filtered events 
and alarms 
 
Threats 
detected 
 
Ongoing attacks 

Forensics Analysis 
Visualization Tool 
 
Dashboard 
 
Data anonymization 
and Privacy 
 

Ad-hoc built in plugins in XL-
SIEM agents for new Endpoint 
Detection and Response and 
events received from other 
CIPSEC functionality blocks 
 
New security rules for XL-
SIEM server to 
consider/process new inputs 

Vulnerability 
Assessment 

Reports from 
CIPSE services, 
such as 
Vulnerability 
Assessments 

New XL-SIEM 
rules 

Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 

Dashboard 
Configuration 
parameters 

Not apply Not apply 
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4.2.3 Role within Dashboard 

The information reported by the reasoner is visualized via an on-line dashboard that notifies to the user the 
cyber security exposure and about the status of the system. The dashboard is the graphical user interface 
where the information related to the status of the cyber security in the monitored OT infrastructure is reported, 
taking into account several sensors as data sources. 

The dashboard is able to show the list of alarms raised by the XL-SIEM Kernel. These alarms are triggered 
when certain security directives related to several correlations of events are fulfilled, which means that an 
attack to be seriously considered is potentially taking place. The main fields that define an alarm are, namely:  

 Signature or name the alarm.  

 Number of events whose aggregation produced the meaningful information that triggered the alarm. 

 Risk level of the alarm, measured in a scale from 1 to 10. 

 Duration of the alarm (from the first to the last event involved in its detection). 

 Source IP associated to the alarm. 

 Destination IP of the alarm. 

 Current status.  

For each alarm, the dashboard shows the events that led to raise the alarm. These events are sent from 
different CIPSEC Endpoint Detection and Response to the XL-SIEM in a pre-defined format, once the raw 
information was treated by the XL-SIEM Agents by means of plugins corresponding to the different sensors 
technologies used. For each event, some general information is shown, namely:  

 Name of the event.  

 Risk level (based on predefined reliability and priority values assigned to each type of event), measured 
from 1 to 10.  

 Date and time when the event was collected.  

 Source IP associated to the event (if available).  

 Destination IP associated to the event (if available).  

 Correlation level.  

An iterative approach is used to manage the correlation level and to determine the accuracy of the detection. 
For example, an event with correlation level 2 is produced from correlating several events having correlation 
level 1 (provided by a XL-SIEM Agent). In turn, an event with correlation level 3 is produced from events with 
correlation level 2, and so on. The higher the correlation level is, the more amount of information has been 
correlated and the likelier is the detection of an attack.  

If the user wishes to obtain more details about a specific event, more fields can be shown to the user; for 
instance the CIPSEC Agent where the event was gathered, the origin and destination ports or the protocol 
(TCP, UDP, ICMP), to name but a few, can be obtained. 

The Dashboard is part of the CIPSEC presentation layer. The details of the integration within the CIPSEC 
framework are detailed in Table 8.  
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Table 8: Atos XL-SIEM within Dashboard 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 
protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source 
blocks 

Input from sources Output to consumers 
Consumer 
blocks 

Graphical 
visualization 
of attacks, 
threats 
 
Executive 
summary 
 
Operational 
status 
 
Situational 
awareness 

 
 

 
 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner  

Date and time 
 
Type of events and 
threats detected 
 
Source/ Destination 
IP associated 
 
Data channel 
 
Risk level 

Different types of graphical 
visualizations (Time series, Bar 
charts, Pie charts, Map charts…) 
 
Reports 

System 
Manager 

Incorporate the 
visualization of 
information received 
from new Agents 
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4.3 Empeloros’ Secocard 

Secocard is a security single board embedded microcontroller with modern communication interfaces and a 
focus on security. It can integrate a multitude of applications only with little additional software since many 
hardware components are already on the board. Encryption and decryption of data (e.g. text) can be done 
using the integrated general purpose Crypto library, OpenSSL. Wi-Fi Communication is supported by tethering 
or by using WPA/WPA2 personal and enterprise (802.1X) on a Wi-Fi Router. Secocard supports WPA/WPA2 
Enterprise security using EAP-TTLS/MSCHAPV2. In this case, the administrator of the network should have 
previously installed manually the Radius Server certificate on Secocard. 

 

Figure 16: Connection to Enterprise Security Network 

Other applications on the host can send strings to the Secocard for signing or encryption/decryption. For 
example, Secocard can encrypt SMS messages with an additional mobile application on the mobile device that 
communicate with the Secocard and exchange an encrypted SMS text. For more security, the decrypted 
message can be visible only on the Secocard display. 

The device can operate as a class 1 smart card reader and prevent unauthorized access to physical and virtual 
resources that are associated with Critical Infrastructures. Secondly, the device can operate itself as a security 
token that can be read by an external smart card reader. Thirdly, the device can provide a secure mobile 
messaging environment for the exchange of information between entities that are responsible for operating 
Critical Infrastructure resources. This may be important in cases where other secure communication means 
have already been compromised due to a cybersecurity attack. Finally, the device has storage (32 GB internal 
Micro SD card) for securely storing critical information data (e.g. log files) which are only accessed by a 
registered administrator when providing an ID card with the appropriate digital ID.  

 
Figure 17: Secocard architecture overview 
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Smart cards offer more security than using passwords alone by using two-factor authentication. Instead of just 
requiring “something you know” (password), you add the requirement of “something you have” (smart card). 
Having one without the other would result in having no access.  

Smart cards are designed to store user’s credentials in non-volatile memory and can only be accessed through 
the card reader, the corresponding software and by entering the correct PIN. When a user needs to access a 
system, the system software sends the user’s card a random number. The card’s processor does a 
computation using the stored private key and sends the answer back to the system. If the response is as 
expected, access is granted. As such, the user can be validated without having to reveal the user’s private 
information to the system.  

Secocard could be identified as a PCSC (Personal Computer/Smart Card) device plugged in through USB on a 
Windows PC (with default Windows driver). By doing this, a system administrator is able to download and 
install a digital certificate in a smart card through Secocard smart card reader (tested only for Cryptovision 
cardlets at the moment). 

Vendor specific smart card drivers for Windows as well as Linux and/or Mac are currently under evaluation for 
development in the upcoming months.  

4.3.1 Role within Identity Access Management  

Secocard currently supports authentication using digital certificates plus an extension to use a two factor 
authentication.  

User Authentication with Digital certificates 

The following paragraphs describe typical scenarios where Secocard can be used to authenticate a user in a 
network or logging in on a computer, where the user presents his smart card to Secocard. This smart card 
contains his digital certificate (certificate + public key) and also is secured his private key. In order to access the 
private key, the user has to enter the smart card PIN. Secocard hosts also a Secure Element chip and thus, it 
can be used as a smart card itself. Cardlets can be downloaded on Secocard and certificates-keys can be 
stored in its internal secure storage area. 

 

Figure 18: User authentication using smart card 

In this scenario, Secocard is used as a security storage device where certificates along with the private key can 
be stored. The client certificate is not stored on the PC but rather on Secocard or on a Smart Card. 
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Figure 19: Secocard working diagram 

PC/SC (Personal Computer/Smart Card) is a specification for integrating smart cards and smart card readers 
into the mainstream computing environment. There are implementations of the PC/SC specification both for 
Windows and Linux. Currently Secocard is being under active development to make it compatible to the PC/SC 
specification so that it can be recognized as a smart card reader by both Windows and Linux operating 
systems. As soon as Secocard can be recognized as a smart card reader by the operating system, a small 
application could act as a bridge between Secocard and the XL-SIEM tool (Anomaly Detection Reasoner). In 
particular, in order to increase security and overcome certain PC/SC limitations which will be explained below, 
Empelor is considering the following scenario: 

Secocard acting as a card reader must be able to report certain data like number of invalid login attempts, 
insertion of invalid cards, multiple pin entries etc. However it is not possible for the operating system to report 
such information before authentication takes place and logon is completed. Since the XL-SIEM tool will need 
this information in real time or near real time, Secocard can use an alternate communication channel (WiFi) to 
connect to the server where XL-SIEM is located and report the data. A small application or script may be 
necessary to receive the data and make them compatible with the input expected by XL-SIEM. 

Two factor authentication 

FIDO U2F
1
 is a challenge-response protocol based on public-key cryptography. Secocard has been testing 

against a U2F Server from Yubico as a U2F device. Secocard generates a key pair, stores the private key and 
gives the corresponding public key to the Relying Party (FIDO Server).  

Secocard has been successfully tested as a FIDO U2F device against FIDO capable client (Chrome U2F 
plugin) and a relying party that supports U2F protocol (e.g. https://demo.yubico.com/u2f).  

                                                      
1
 Universal 2nd Factor is an open authentication standard that enables internet users to securely access any number of online services, 

with one single device, instantly and with no drivers, or client software needed 

https://demo.yubico.com/u2f
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Figure 20: U2F authentication 

 

 

Figure 21: Secocard as FIDO U2F token 
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Table 9: Empeloros Secocard within Identity Access Management 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension expected 

Source blocks Input from sources Output to consumers Consumer blocks 

 
Smart card 
reader 
 
Credentials 
input 
(manually or 
stored) 
 
FIDO token 
 
Digital 
Signatures 
 
 

 
USB 
 
PCSC 
 
TCP/IP 
 
TLS 
 
BLE 
(Bluetooth Low 
Energy) 
 
NFC 
 
FIDO U2F 
 
 
 

 
 
Network 
Security 
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 

 
Credentials 
(username-
password) 
 
PIN (on Secocard) 
 
Smart card 
(Certificates) 
 

 
JSON 
 
TCP/IP packets 
 
Graphical output on 
Secocard display 
directly to users 
 
Audio indication from 
Secocard buzzer 
 
XML  
 

 
 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 
 

 
PCSC driver for 
Windows, Linux, Mac 
OS 
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4.3.2 Role within Crypto Services and Integrity Management 

Secocard integrates OpenSSL library version 1.0.1 which supports a number of different cryptographic 
algorithms: 

 Ciphers: AES [1], Blowfish [2], Camellia [3], SEED [5], CAST-128[6], DES [7], IDEA [8], RC2 [9], RC4 [10], 
RC5 [11], Triple DES [12], GOST 28147-89 [13].  

 Cryptographic hash functions: MD5 [14], MD4 [15], MD2 [16], SHA-1 [17], SHA-2, RIPEMD-160 [18], 
MDC-2 [19], GOST R 34.11-94 [20], BLAKE2 [22] 

 Public-key cryptography: RSA [23], DSA [25], Diffie–Hellman key exchange [26], Elliptic curve [27], 
GOST R 34.10-2001 [28]. 

Message Integrity 

Like hash algorithm, a Message Authentication AC function Code (MAC) function also converts a data input 
into a fixed length output. The major difference between hash and MAC is that MAC uses secret key during the 
compression. Furthermore, hash algorithms are used to guarantee the integrity of data, while a MAC 
guarantees integrity AND authentication. In this scenario, Secocard crypto capabilities can be used in both 
ways. As a device that validates message integrity using algorithms from OpenSSL suite with HMAC function, a 
keyed hash function used for message authentication or by just using one of the available hash functions.   

 

Figure 22: MAC authentication overview 

A simple hash algorithm can also be used for message integrity, but then you must ensure that the hash is 
delivered in a secure way.  
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Table 10: Empeloros Secocard within the Crypto Services and Integrity Management  

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 
protocols, 

etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source 
blocks 

Input from 
sources 

Output to consumers Consumer blocks 

 
Message 
integrity 
and/or 
authentication 

 
USB 
 
PCSC 
 
TCP/IP 
 
TLS 

 
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 

 
Textfile + MAC 
 
 

 
Result of comparison 
between MAC received and 
MAC calculated on 
Secocard  
 
JSON 
 
TCP/IP packets 
 
Graphical output on 
Secocard display directly to 
users 
 

 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 
 
Host computer 
 
 
 

 
Modification of Host 
Software in the case of 
message integrity. 
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4.4 UPC’s Data Privacy tool 

Our Data-Privacy Tool provides a statistical disclosure control methodology endowed with a series of privacy-
enhancing algorithms.  

In terms of functionality, we have stressed that the innovative privacy-enhancing measures proposed for 
CIPSEC seek to maximize the usefulness and availability of said data, for any pre-established, measurable 
levels of privacy, with the smallest impact on the design and operation of the underlying critical infrastructure. 

In terms of implementation, the very nature of our data privacy tool enables us to readily integrate with the 
remainder of CIPSEC’s subsystems, as an additional layer of privacy protection, in synergy with access control, 
confidentiality and other security services, with mild coupling restrictions on then and consequently little impact 
on the architectural design. 

In terms of applicability, as shown in Figure 23, we have explored the innovative potential of SDC (Statistical 
Disclosure Control) for the health pilot, in which we outline a direct application to the protection of personally 
identifiable, sensitive information, which should be anonymized, as needed, with strong quasi-identifier micro 
aggregation methods beyond the naïve removal of identifiers. Furthermore, regarding the released sensitive 
information (computer logs) by the Anomaly Detection Reasoner (i.e., the Atos XL-SIEM), those computer logs 
could also be anonymized using a Data Privacy Tool with sophisticated quasi-identifier micro aggregation 
methods before being shared by third parties. For that, novel techniques are being implemented to efficiently 
process huge databases. Verification of the tool is done by using synthetic and realistic datasets. It is worth 
mentioning that our tool can provide several released versions of the same data, with different levels of 
perturbation, that is, protection along the privacy-utility trade-off, corresponding to different access restrictions 
and uses. 

 

Figure 23: Innovative potential of SDC (Statistical Disclosure Control) for the health pilot 

Figure 24 points out that our Data Privacy Tool (green block) is confined within the limits of the data-
perturbative privacy-enhancing technologies, assuming that the security requirements mentioned below are 
already given by the underlying system architecture. As we know, the process of data anonymization consists 
in the collection, processing and release of sensitive data. From the point of view of the anonymization process, 
we assume that the collection and the release of the data are fully secured (red blocks), and that a trusted 
computing platform is made available to process the data. This means that the privatization process is to be 
built upon a stack of security services, including access control, confidentiality, integrity, and trusted computing. 

 

Figure 24: Limits of the data-perturbative privacy-enhancing technologies 

Applicability to 
Proactive and Reactive 

Decision-Support 
Systems and Protocols

Direct Protection of 
Sensitive User Data

Sensitive Data in 
Subsystems 

Connected to Health 
Pilot

Indirect Application to 
Data from Users and 

Operators

Sensitive Data 
released by the 

Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner (XL-SIEM)
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4.4.1 Role within Data Anonymization and Privacy 

In general, Data Privacy Tool plays a complementary role beyond the traditional privacy mechanisms based on 
cryptographic protocols for access control and confidentiality, which are limited to the dual, traditional approach 
of either completely forbidding or granting full access to sensitive data. 

Now, with respect to the anomaly detection reasoner block, this block will provide different logs/events that are 
considered as sensitive data and must be protected before being shared by third parties. This data protection 
will be provided by our Data Privacy Tool through anonymization. Finally, the anonymized logs/events will be 
stored in a database of historic anomalies. 

Clearly, a complete version of the sensitive data must be kept, with stringent access permissions. But this is not 
mutually exclusive with the compilation of anonymized versions with perturbed quasi-identifiers, which could be 
accessed more widely or even completely shared by third parties. 

Therefore, logs of anomaly activities (i.e., malicious IP address, time of the attack, etc.) must be protected and 
not shared by third parties without protection. Our data privacy tool (in this block) will search for a specific 
pattern (sensitive information), using regular expressions. A regular expression is, in theoretical computer 
science and formal language theory, a sequence of characters that define a search pattern. Usually this pattern 
is then used by string searching algorithms for "find" or "find and replace" operations on strings. In our case, 
these patterns (sensitive information) could be replaced by “*” using suppressed methods, or by an interval of 
values using generalized method, or by a pseudonyms using pseudonymised method. Below, a brief 
description of each one of the abovementioned methods is provided: 

1. Suppression: In this method, certain values of the attributes are replaced by an asterisk '*'. All or some 
values of a column may be replaced by '*'.  

2. Generalization: In this method, individual values of attributes are replaced by with a broader category. 
For example, the value '19' of the attribute 'Age' may be replaced by ' ≤ 20', the value '23' by '20 < Age 
≤ 30', etc. 

3. Pseudonymisation: is a procedure by which the most identifying fields within a data record are 
replaced by one or more artificial identifiers, or pseudonyms. There can be a single pseudonym for a 
collection of replaced fields or a pseudonym per replaced field.  

Figure 25 shows a flowchart of our Data Privacy Tool regarding the role it has with the Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner, when it interacts with the XL-SIEM tool. 

 

Figure 25: Flowchart of the Data Privacy Tool 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theoretical_computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theoretical_computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_matching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_searching_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudonym
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personally_identifiable_information
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudonym
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As an input file to our Data Privacy Tool, we will have a JSON file generated by XL-SIEM tool that is developed 
by ATOS. Basically,  JSON  (JavaScript Object Notation) file is an open-standard file format that uses human-
readable text to transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs and array data types (or any 
other serializable value). After that, and as we have said before, we will use regular expression to search for 
our specific patterns.  These patterns will be divided into three categories which are: object, property and 
value. Our data privacy tool will search for a specific object, property and value and will replace the value into a 
new one depending on which method (suppression, generalization or pseudonymisation) is chosen by the user. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-readable_medium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-readable_medium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribute%E2%80%93value_pair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Array_data_type
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serialization
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Table 11: UPC Data Privacy Tool within Data Anonymization and Privacy 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source 
blocks 

Input from sources Output to consumers 
Consumer 

blocks 

 
Data 
anonymization 

 
Import and 
release of CSV 
and txt files  
 
 
C++ library/API 

 
 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Different logs/events 
from the Anomaly 
Detection Reasoner 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Anonymized logs, to 
be stored in the 
historic anomalies data 
base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Regarding the data flow, 
the Data Privacy Tool 
imports and exports CSV 
and txt files 
 
The functionality is 
accessible via a C++ API 
 
In a future, the 
communication channel 
considered within the 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner, might be 
considered 
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4.4.2 Role within Critical Infrastructure Components 

The critical infrastructure components block may have sensitive data and at the same time would like to share 
them, for example, for statistical studies. To do that, sensitive data must be anonymized before being shared by 
third parties in such a way that the re-identification process of data is impossible. This anonymization process 
will be done using sophisticated k-anonymous [29] micro aggregation algorithms that are implemented in Data 
Privacy Tool. Several versions of the same data (sensitive data), with different levels of perturbation 
(anonymized datasets) will be released and stored. 

Here again, also, a complete version of the sensitive data must be kept, with stringent access permissions. But 
also several released versions of the same sensitive data, with different levels of perturbation (anonymized 
datasets) could be accessed more widely or even completely shared by third parties. 
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Table 12: UPC Data Privacy Tool within Critical infrastructure components 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension 
expected 

Source blocks Input from sources Output to consumers Consumer blocks 

 
Data 
anonymization 

 
Import and release of 
CSV and txt files  
 
 
C++ library/API 

 
Critical 
infrastructure 
components 

 
Sensitive data 

 
Several released 
versions of the same 
data (i.e., patients’ 
electronic records), 
with different levels of 
perturbation 
(anonymized datasets) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Critical 
infrastructure 
components 

 
Regarding the 
data flow, the 
Data Privacy 
Tool imports 
and exports 
CSV and txt files 
 
The functionality 
is accessible via 
a C++ API 
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4.5 University of Patras' HSM FPGA device 

The CIPSEC Hardware Security Module (HSM) provided by the University of Patras (UoP) for the CIPSEC 
project is envisioned as a synchronous Secure System on Chip (SoC) device implemented on an FPGA 
technology test platform capable of been physically connected to a host machine. The means of connection is 
currently through wired USB to serial connection. The HSM is designed in order to offer a high level of trust, 
thus acting as a trusted entity for the associated CIPSEC host machine. 
The UoP HSM provides a secure environment for performing cryptography operations and storing sensitive 
data. 
The HSM level of trust is ensured through the following introduced technologies: 

 Side Channel Analysis Attack (SCA) [30] and Fault Injection Analysis (FIA) attack [31] resistant 
Cryptography primitive implementations in hardware. The implementations’ resistance relies on published 
research algorithmic countermeasures that are proposed and realized by the UoP or on open source 
hardware solutions. 

 Validity of the SCA and FIA resistance through the Hardware Security Test Laboratory established in the 
UoP premises. 

 Adoption and adaption of Security protocols in order to establish secure communication with a host 
machine.  

The cryptography primitives that are supported through hardware or software means within the HSM are the 
following: 

 Symmetric Key Cryptography: AES Cipher Block Chaining Mode (CBC) , Counter Mode (CTR), Galois 
Counter Mode (GCM)  

 Authenticated Encryption (using AES GCM) 

 Asymmetric Key Cryptography:  

 RSA scheme is supported since there is hardware accelerator for modular exponentiation. Thus the 
following cryptography operations can be supported (currently 1024 bit RSA to be extended to 2048 in 
its final version): 

♦ RSA encryption 

♦ RSA digital signature 

 Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) operations are supported since there is a hardware accelerator for 
scalar multiplication on binary extensions Elliptic Curves (currently supporting sect233r1 NIST curves) 

Thus the following ECC cryptography schemes can be supported: 

 Key exchange/agreement using Eliptic curve Diffie-Hellman ECDH,  

 Eliptic Curve Digital Signature (ECDSA) [32] 

 Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme ECIES [33] for encryption (to be implemented if there is a 
requirement from the CIPSEC framework pilots)  

 Hash Function, HMAC 

♦ SHA2 or SHA3 variants 

HSM Structure 

The UoP HSM relies on a general purpose softcore microprocessor that is connected to a standardized bus 
along with a series of cryptographic accelerator peripheral IP cores and storage elements like RAM, ROM and 
NVRAM memory modules. The cryptography accelerator peripherals act as a security element of the 
microprocessor and consist of an Modular Exponentiation unit (ME), an Elliptic Curve (EC) Point Operation unit 
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(ECPO), a hash function unit, as well as a symmetric key encryption/decryption and key generation unit (using 
the AES algorithm).The abstract hardware structure of the HSM SoC chip is presented in Figure 26. 

The system is structured around the data and address bus that is managed by the processor unit. The 
processor unit is responsible for controlling the whole HSM system and realizing the HSM functionality by 
enabling-controlling (chip select, CS, signal) HSM component units, requesting cryptography operations from 
its embedded security element and utilizing these operations' result to implement security protocols and 
services.  

There exist three types of memory modules in the HSM hardware structure. The first module is a RAM unit that 
is employed for temporary value storage during a single HSM-Host session. The second module is a ROM-
EEPROM or restricted access Flash unit that is mainly used for storing and updating the HSM firmware, the 
microcode that realizes the HSM functionality. The third module is an NVRAM (flash memory) unit which 
constitutes the main storage area for all the sensitive information involved in the HSM transactions.  

The secure element architecture consists of asymmetric (ME, ECSM) and symmetric (AES) crypto-accelerator 
modules that include side channel analysis (non-invasive) and Fault injection analysis (semi-invasive) attack 
countermeasures based on algorithmic resistance mechanisms. The AES encryption/decryption unit is 
responsible for the encryption and decryption of an established session's data that are transmitted to and from 
the HSM. The AES generated session key is only saved within the AES unit and is updated by newly generated 
session keys. The security element communicates with the main processor bus through an appropriate slave 
interface consisting of write and read FIFO memories for storing and retrieving security related inputs/outputs. 

 

Figure 26: Architectural approach of the HSM Hardware structure 

UoP HSM Stages 

The UoP HSM is a hardware token that is physically attached to a Critical Infrastructure (CI) host device and 
can provide three types of security services: cryptographic primitive acceleration, local attestation and secure 
storage. The HSM is a passive element so it won’t initiate any security activity unless it receives from the host 
specific commands. 

The HSM has a unique ID number and a set of asymmetric cryptographic keys (public, private key pair) that 
should not be transmitted in any way through the communication channel, denoted as Module Identity Key 
(MIK). Apart from the above, the HSM holds a series of valid user and administration Host credentials 
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associated with CI security mechanism credential/keys. In a way, the HSM plays the role of a local Trusted 
Third party for the host device.  

The UoP HSM can operate in three different states.  

 Initialization State: The initialization stage is associated with an administrator host that is considered 
trusted. This state is the default state after manufacturing and the HSM is not fully functional or ready to be 
deployed in field. In that state the UoP HSM acquires a unique identity including an endorsement public-
private key pair that remains always hidden and is used for generation of the UoP HSM functional 
asymmetric cryptography key pair (i.e. the Module Identity Key (MIK)) to be used for encryption/decryption 
and digital signatures. Also, during initialization state, the trusted administrator provides to the UoP HSM 
administrator host specifications (administrator hosts can import or remove user hosts) including IDs and 
public/private keys and/or pre-shared keys.  

 Programmable State: After initialization, the UoP HSM can be deployed in the CI system and can be 
accessed using the programmable state or the user state. During programmable state, an administrator 
host can use the UoP HSM services and can also register or revoke CIS HSM user host devices including 
user IDs and associated keys and protection mechanisms.  

 Use State: During user state, the UoP HSM is connected to a user host device that does not have 
authorization to register or revoke an administrator or user hosts but can only use the HSM services.  

During each state, a communication session is established using a communication channel. This channel can 
be secured if needed (AES encrypted) with a session key negotiated between host and the HSM following the 
Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol [4] that apart from key establishment provides a mutual authentication 
mechanism.  
 
HSM Service overview 
 
The UoP HSM can provide the following services: 

 Cryptography operations: To access cryptographic operations services through the HSM the host 
provides cryptography inputs-parameters and specifies what is needed to operate. Then the HSM returns 
the necessary cryptography result. The service can take advantage of the cryptography acceleration 
offered by hardware to perform crypto-primitive operations fast. This service is important for legacy or low 
resources CI System end devices that cannot support strong security functionality with acceptable trade-
offs in reliability, availability and responsiveness. 

 Local Attestation: Local Attestation is the process of verifying the host’s trustworthiness without the need 
of a remote trusted entity. The local attestation protocol is based on the approaches followed in [6][24][34]. 
The UoP HSM is capable of attesting the Host platform security status based on the provision or not of 
sufficient credentials. The UoP HSM when connected with a user’s CI device is associated to a specific 
user through a password mechanism and therefore can bind a user along with the device to the CIPSEC 
communication system. As such, user non-repudiation is retained since the user is uniquely bonded to the 
HSM and cannot deny his actions. The HSM-Host approach offers ease-of-use and can be applied as add-
on feature to existing CI equipment thus reducing the overall cost overhead (no new CIS devices are 
needed to support security). The HSM can create an attestation token that is transmitted to the host and 
can be presented to any other CIS device in order to verify the secure status of this host. 

 Secure Storage: Secure storage service can be provided after successful local attestation. The HSM can 
be used to store sensitive information (keys, authentication data) related to a connected user or 
administrator host only if the host provides sufficient credential and can be trusted. 

HSM and Host Compatibility and Requirements. 

The overall components needed for the deployment of the HSM concept in the CIPSEC framework are 
presented in Figure 27. Apart from the HSM device itself that has the architecture described earlier in this 
document, there should be a software component installed in the host machine. This component should be able 
to communicate with the actual HSM device and acts as the message delivery system to the HSM. Since there 
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is an option of creating a secure channel between the HSM and the Host device, the Host software component 
needs to include basic cryptography functions. The overall Host to HSM functionality is handled through an API 
that is also installed in the Host machine and uses the Host software component Host to HSM services. A 
requirement for the Host software component is that the appropriate drivers for the serial communication 
between host and HSM are installed in the Host’s Operating System. According to the FPGA board on which 
the HSM is installed, these drivers may vary. 

If there is a need for a remote entity to use services provided by the HSM (e.g. for authentication or message 
integrity) then this remote entity must be able to handle HSM security protocols and their related data and thus 
must be able to execute a series of cryptography operations as well as the client side remote host to HSM 
services. For this reason, a remote host software component must be installed on the remote host machine. 

Note that the remote host can also be connected to an HSM to handle these services. In that case, a Host 
software component is required to be installed in the remote host machine. 

In summary, the requirements are: 

 Host machine and remote host machine must be able to install software code in its OS (currently the 
original host software component providing some of the HSM services is written in python but later versions 
c like code will be used) 

 Host machine must have USB ports to connect with the HSM (serial to USB connection is established 
through appropriate chips on the FPGA board) 

 Host machine must be able to identify the serial COM port of the HSM. This can be done by appropriate 
drivers that are installed on the host machine. 

 

Figure 27: An abstract view of the HSM components in deployed in the CIPSEC framework 
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4.5.1 Role within Crypto services 

The UoP HSM acting as a passive local trusted entity is physically connected to a host machine. The HSM 
architecture is designed to provide fast standardized cryptography primitive operations mostly focusing on 
Public Key cryptography that is considered to be time and resource consuming. Thus, the most computationally 
intensive such operations are performed by dedicated hardware accelerator components in an effort to 
increase speed.  

The basic cryptography primitive functions that are supported from the UoP HSM are the following: 

 
Asymmetric Key Cryptography 
 

In the final version of the UoP HSM there will be two dedicated hardware accelerators for asymmetric key 
cryptography, the Elliptic Curve Point Operation Accelerator and the Modular Exponentiation accelerator.  

 The first unit supports all Elliptic Curve point operations for Binary Extension Field (GF(2
n
)) NIST standard 

Elliptic Curves (sectr163r1, sectr163k1, sectr233r1, sectr233k1)
1
 for n at most 256. This accelerator can 

also support non standardized GF(2
n
) Elliptic Curves defined over any irreducible polynomial of degree n ≤ 

256. From the above description, it is obvious that this unit can support any Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
(ECC) scheme that uses non-supersingular GF(2

n
) Elliptic Curves (i.e. most standardized ECC key 

agreement, encryption and digital signature schemes) 

 The second unit is meant to provide acceleration for the RSA operations and any similar schemes that 
uses modular exponentiation.  

Implementing appropriate software drivers, the above modules are utilized from software structures/libraries 
that realize within the UoP HSM main processor various asymmetric key cryptography functions: 

 ECC key generation: Each UoP HSM device has a unique EC public-private key pair (MIK) that can be 
used as a seed (the public key) for generating ECC keys to be used by the HSM or the host device. 

 ECDHE key agreement scheme: The EC Diffie-Hellman Ephemeral scheme is used for generating a 
common shared session (symmetric) key between entities. The HSM can be used in order to act as one of 
those entities. However, the ECDH scheme does not offer any authentication of the used public keys. 

 ECMQV key agreement scheme: The EC Menezes Qu Vanstone (ECMQV) scheme can act as an 
alternative to ECDH since it offers authenticated key agreement. In the UoP HSM this scheme is used for 
backward compatibility with old security enabled devices that still employ this scheme (for completeness 
with the first versions of IEEE 1363 standard). In 2005, a vulnerability was discovered on this scheme and 
thus was dropped from NSA suite B specifications. The UoP HSM also supports the Fully Hashed ECMQV 
(ECFHMQV) scheme that does not suffer from the ECMQV vulnerabilities. 

 ECQV scheme for providing implicit public key certificates: Through this scheme, the UoP HSM can 
generate an implicit (“self-signed”) certificate from a provided by the host random number. Any entity that 
has knowledge of the UoP HSM Public key can reconstruct the Public key that is embedded (“hidden”) in 
the provided implicit certificate. In such approach the UoP HSM acts as a certificate authority (a local 
trusted entity) for the Host device. 

 ECDSA digital signature scheme: This standardized, widely popular scheme constitutes the dominant 
scheme for generating/verifying EC digital signatures. The digital signature results are two 256 bit (32 
Bytes) at most numbers. 

 ECIES encryption scheme: This scheme provides message encryption based on ECC asymmetric keys. 

                                                      
1
 National Institute of Standardization Technology (NIST) FIPS 186-2, 1999 

 sectr163r1: Generic Elliptic Curve over GF(2
163

), sectr163k1: Koblitz Elliptic Curve over GF(2
163

), sectr233r1: Generic Elliptic Curve over 
GF(2

233
), sectr233k1: Koblitz Elliptic Curve over GF(2

233
), 
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 RSA encryption scheme: This scheme provides message encryption based on RSA asymmetric keys. 

 RSA digital signature scheme: This scheme provides message digital signature generation and 
verification using RSA asymmetric keys. 

 
Symmetric Key Cryptography 

 AES basic encryption: Using an agreed or predefined symmetric key the HSM can provide 128 bit AES 
encryption/decryption through side channel attack resistant hardware acceleration. 

 Symmetric key (AES) various modes of operation: To provide encryption to data of various bit length 
AES is expanded to operate repeatedly. There are various modes of block cipher modes of operations in 
cryptographic literature, but over time several of them have been considered vulnerable if inputs to them 
are provided recklessly (constant Initialization vectors (IVs), wrong padding etc.) thus initiating wide variety 
of security vulnerabilities/attacks on known protocols (e.g. SSL/TLS Heartbleed attack, Poodle attack etc.). 
In the UoP HSM, we employ AES modes that are considered secure and implement them in such a way 
that this security is compromised. Supported modes are the AES CTR and CBC. By the end of the project, 
the UoP HSM will also support the authenticated encryption scheme of AES GGM, thus offering apart from 
message encryption/decryption also message authentication. 
 

Other Cryptography structures 

 Hash Functions: Hash functions are necessary for many cryptography schemes supported in the UoP 
HSM including digital signature schemes and certificate generation schemes as well as integrity and 
authentication schemes (e.g. MACs). Thus, the UoP HSM supports the AES hash and SHA2 functions. 

 Message Authentication Code: To achieve message integrity and authenticity a very popular solution is 
message authentication codes (MACs). In the UoP HSM, the popular HMAC solution is supported, using as 
a structural element the SHA2 or AES hash functions. 

 Random number Generation: Random number generation is a very important feature for all cryptography 
solutions since a poorly implemented generator that produce sequences of numbers that are bias can lead 
to serious vulnerabilities during a crypto implementation. Thus, the UoP HSM uses dedicated random 
generators (supported by hardware) in various crypto components. Such random number generators are 
not always visible from the HSM software drivers since there embedded inside the various HSM’s hardware 
accelerator cores in order to provide side channel attack resistance. 

Establishing cryptography services: 

 Host to HSM Secure Channel establishment: In order to provide secure communication through serial 
between the HSM is capable of establishing secure sessions with a local or remote host. There are 2 ways 
of establishing such sessions; the first approach relies on pre-shared keys so as to be applicable in devices 
with low computation resources (e.g. embedded systems) while the second approach relies on key 
negotiation between Host and HSM (that can be done using the Fully Hashed EC Menezes Qu Vanstone  
(ECFHMQV scheme or the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol). 

 Key, certificate Storage: The Host can use an active connection to store public/private key pairs, host 
IDs, passwords, certificates on the HSM flash memory. There are 3 different host entity types, a trusted 
administrator host (a trusted entity), an administrator Host and a user Host. The trusted administrator host 
can store sensitive information for administrator hosts to be connected in the future with the HSM, the 
administrator host after successful authentication/identification of itself to the HSM can store sensitive 
information about itself and other user hosts, while a user host after successful authentication/identification 
of itself to the HSM can only store sensitive information about itself. 

Employed technologies: 

Currently, the UoP HSM, being a functional prototype, relies on FPGA technology for carrying out all the 
hardware functionality. It is implemented on an off-the-shelve FPGA board based on the Xilinx Zynq SoC that 
features within its core an ARM Cortex A class processor matched with a considerable number of 
reprogrammable FPGA cells. This hardware board will replace, by the end of the project, the initial FPGA 
implementation relying on a Microblaze softcore processor. 
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The board is equipped with a serial (UART)-to-USB chip capable of transmitting UART RS232 protocol 
messages to a host devices through USB port. When connecting the UoP HSM through a USB cable to a host 
machine then the host machine should be able to recognize the HSM as a USB-to-serial device and assign to it 
a serial communication port (e.g. COM 5). This process is transparent for Windows 7, 8, 10 and Linux as long 
as the appropriate drivers for the USB-to-serial chip existing on the HSM board are installed. 

The Host machine can communicate to a connected UoP HSM by opening any off-the-shelve serial console 
(terminal) utility (e.g. windows HyperTerminal, MobaXterm etc.) to give commands to the HSM in order to use 
the above described cryptography functions. However, this is possible only if no secure channel is required to 
be established between the Host and the UoP HSM. In case the communication between the Host device and 
the HSM needs to be secured (a common case) then UoP will provide to the Host device a secure serial 
communication terminal utility that needs to be installed on the Host machine in order to take advantage the full 
functional potentials of the UoP HSM capabilities (e.g. session key agreement, secure storage etc.). To 
increase portability and compatibility, the UoP Host Utility will operate in terminal mode. 

Currently, the software code developed in the UoP HSM relies on open source C libraries (e.g. openECC 
library) appropriately modified to exploit Hardware accelerator capabilities, along with in-house developed 
cryptography/communication code functions by the UoP team. The hardware accelerator units are described in 
VHDL hardware description language. 

 
Related CIPSEC Functional blocks: 

The UoP HSM is associated with one or many host devices. However, each UoP HSM can be physically 
connected to a single device at a time. Such host device can be any critical infrastructure component. As 
mentioned in the previous subsections, the critical infrastructure component must have the following 
requirements to be able to use the HSM: 

 Must be able to support USB-to-serial Host Operating system drivers 

 Must be able to install the UoP Host utility or use the open source Host UoP code libraries to develop its 
own applications. If this is not possible then a subfield of the offered by the HSM services can be used 
when the host uses an unsecured serial channel. 

A special case of host device is the Empelor Secocard which must also be able to connect as a host device to 
the HSM and use the HSM services. Depending on the exact capabilities of the secocard, the secocard host 
can act as a trusted administrator. 

Each critical infrastructure component when connected to the UoP HSM can send through a UART serial 
communication port, text based commands that can be interpreted by the HSM so as to realize a specific 
function. An example of an HSM command sent through a Host serial terminal to the HSM can be the following: 

HostIns -u 0x01 -ecc 0x000000FAC9DFCBAC8313BB2139F1BB755FEF65BC391F8B36F8F8EB7371FD558B 

In the above example, the command HostIns inserts (stores) a host data to the HSM flash memory. The host is 
defined as user host (-u), the hostID is 0x01 and the public key is of ECC form (-ecc) and has the value  

0x000000FAC9DFCBAC8313BB2139F1BB755FEF65BC391F8B36F8F8EB7371FD558B 

The type of data to be sent to the HSM from a critical infrastructure component Host can be: 

 Plain data that needs to be encrypted or digitally signed. 

 Public keys (for RSA or ECC) to be stored in the HSM flash memory 

 HostIDs, password hashes to be stored in the HSM flash memory 

 Any data to be stored in the HSM for secure safekeeping 

There are no direct CIPSEC consumers of the UoP HSM services if we consider Empelor’s Secocard as the 
Host device on which the HSM is connected to. However, since any critical infrastructure component can act as 
host, the UoP HSM services are in a way consumed by the critical infrastructure component host that provides 
inputs to the HSM unit. 
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Expected Extensions of the current HSM unit 

There are several aspects of the designed UoP HSM concept that needs to be extended. This is an ongoing 
work that involves Hardware design as well as software design (hardware-software co-design system on chip 
approach) that generally is time consuming and resource exhaustive. 

To full comply with the above described functionality and the variety of different cryptographic primitives, the 
currently existing UoP Host software component to be installed on a host device must be redesigned so as to 
fully support the overall concept for security structures like the ECIS and the AES GCM authenticated 
encryption units. 

The existing ECC and AES hardware accelerators must also be modified to support ECIS and AES GCM 
functionality. Those units must also be tested for side channel attack resistance so as to retain the UoP HSM 
high trust level. 

The UoP Host software component must also be expanded so as to support and comply with a possible 
physical connection to Empelor’s HSM unit since this unit may have elevated security level in the HSM concept 
(e.g. act as a trusted administrator host) 

The use of the HSM by remote entities can also trigger a different functionality from supporting host software 
components (the remote software component). These components act as an enhancement of the UoP Host. 
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Table 13: UoP HSM FPGA device within Crypto Services 

Function/Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
 

Extension expected 
Source blocks Input from sources 

Output to 
consumers 

Consumer 
blocks 

 

Message Encryption 

Digital Signature 

Key Generation 

Authenticated 
message encryption 

Hashing 

Employed 
Algorithms: 

AES (CTR, CBC, 
GCM) 
ECDSA 
ECDH 
ECMQV 
ECQV 
RSA 
ECIS 

 

 
UART serial 
communication 
USB port 

 
 
Critical Infrastructure 
Components 

 

Data 

 

Messages 

 

Cryptographic Keys 

 

Device IDs 

 

Passwords 

 
All data transmitted 
in as text 
 

 

Encrypted 
messages/data 

 

Digitally Signed 
messages 

 

Generated/negotiat
ed keys 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Modify Host software 
component API and 
libraries 
 
Expand HSM 
hardware 
cryptography 
acceleration engines 
to support AES 
GCM, ECIS 
 
Modify Host software 
component to 
Remote Host 
software component  
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4.5.2 Role within Integrity Management  

The Integrity Management feature provided through the UoP HSM relies heavily on the cryptography functions 
that the UoP HSM supports. Those functions are the building blocks of an attestation mechanism capable of 
associating the Host’s end user with the HSM. The approach follows two factor authentication for the host since 
authentication relies on the Host’s association with the UoP HSM (a security token) as well as a password 
mechanism provided by the end user. Thus, there is a binding of the critical infrastructure or CIPSEC 
component with the UoP HSM relying on both the device and its user (or users).  

A data/message integrity mechanism can be constructed by exploiting the local attestation mechanism that the 
HSM supports. Data/message integrity is conceived as a way of proving to a remote entity that the collected 
data from a host device are authentic and unchanged during transmission and after collection. This is attested 
by using the HSM as a local trusted entity that can certify a message’s integrity-authenticity. This is done by 
generating a security quote that needs to be transmitted along with the message to any remote CIPSEC entity. 
Upon collection of HSM integrity certified message send by a CIPSEC Host device, a remote entity must know 
which UoP HSM is associated to this Host and this HSM’s public keys. Then this remote entity can use the 
HSM’s public key (all UoP HSMs are considered by the CIPSEC framework always secure/trusted) to employ a 
message/data integrity verification mechanism implemented in the remote host software component to verify 
the message integrity. Apart from generating integrity/authenticity security quotes, an HSM can be used to 
verify the integrity of data/messages. The integrity/authenticity mechanism in more detail consists of the 
following cryptography/security functions: 

Cryptography functions 

Digital signature generation/verification of acquired data: The cryptography functions described in subsection 
4.5.1 regarding digital signature generation and verification can be used for the local attestation and integrity 
security quote generation/verification. As described in 4.5.1 there are 2 types of digital signature that can be 
used, ECDSA or RSA schemes. 

Message Authentication Code (MAC) based integrity checks: Alternatively to the digital signature approach, 
MACs can be used in order to generate integrity security quotes that however do not have the dynamic of 
public key cryptography since a key must be agreed upon the all the involved entities. The UoP HSM provides 
HMAC support. 

Security functions 

Local Attestation Function: Through the local attestation mechanism, a Host user provides to the HSM a user 
password and authenticates itself and its device. The UoP HSM collects the provided password and the HostID 
and validates that this password value is valid, for this Host device. The local attestation can be used for 
various purposes (e.g. retrieving stored data from within the HSM) but in CIPSEC it is used as a first step of  

UoP HSM based integrity mechanism 

Integrity security quote generation/validation service: Extending the protocols and functionality of local 
attestation, a device and its user can request from the UoP HSM to issue an integrity-authenticity security quote 
as a mean of proof to other CIPSEC devices that some data are authentic. The overall integrity mechanism 
operates as follows: 

 Security quote generation 

 A secure session is established between a host and its UoP HSM (using the cryptography functions of 
subsection 4.5.1) 

 The Host Device requests from its associated UoP HSM to issue a security quote for a given data block 
by initially providing its Host ID.  

 Then the local attestation function is started by asking the Host device user to provide a password. 

 After successful local attestation, the UoP HSM requests the data for which the security quote will be 
generated. 

 The UoP HSM provides the security quote for provided data that includes a hostID and a timestamp or 
a nonce (for replay attack protection) along with a digital signature (or MAC code) of all the above 
information using the HSM private key (or MAC key). 
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 Security quote verification 

 A CIPSEC remote entity, upon receipt of the data and their security quote retrieves the HostID and 
finds the UoP HSM ID and public key (or MAC key) associated with this HostID (and therefore with this 
host device). 

 Using the retrieved UoP HSM public key (or MAC key) the security quote digital signature (or MAC) is 
validated as well as the HostID and nonce or timestamp provided with the security quote. 

 A valid outcome of the above process indicates that the provided data are authentic. 
 

For the above functionality, the technologies that are used are the same as those described in subsection 4.5.1 

Requirement of the integrity mechanism is that all the UoP HSMs public keys are registered to a database and 
that such keys are associated with the host devices the each UoP HSM is connected to. This requirement is 
easily met if the administrator hosts (trusted or simple administrator hosts) that are capable of adding new 
hosts on a UoP HSM, also register their action on such database. 

Related CIPSEC Functional blocks 

The UoP HSM integrity mechanism can be used by any critical infrastructure component acting as the HSM 
host device. However, if there are specific types of data that need to be quoted as authentic, like CIPSEC log 
files, then the UoP HSM must be physically connected to CIPSEC device components that produce such data. 
The HSM based integrity and authenticity mechanism is data agnostic. However, it must be noted that the UoP 
HSM is a passive element that responds to requests from host devices and that it is not directly connected to a 
critical infrastructure network. That means that any command related to the UoP HSM integrity mechanism that 
is meant to reach the UoP HSM by a remote entity (not physically connected to the HSM) must pass through 
the local host device physically attached to the UoP HSM. 

Any remote entity that needs some sort of data from a network security component or a critical infrastructure 
component, will also request integrity credentials from such component. In that case, this credential can be 
provided by the UoP HSM that is physically connected (associated) with the network security component or a 
critical infrastructure component in the form of a security quote that is send from the network security 
component or a critical infrastructure component to a remote entity. In the above scenario, the network security 
component or a critical infrastructure component acts as a source block for the integrity mechanism while the 
remote entity acts as a consumer block of this mechanism. Inputs that are provided from network security or 
critical infrastructure components can be any data that need to be validated for their integrity from a consumed 
block. Such data can be either log reports from network security components or collected information (egg. 
sensor values) from a critical infrastructure component.  With regards to the CIPSEC architecture described in 
this deliverable, a typical consumer block that requests information in the form of logs from various CIPSEC 
sources is the Anomaly Detection Reasoner. This consumer block can execute the integrity mechanism’s 
security quote verification function and detect if there is an authenticity or integrity failure on the collected data 
(e.g. logs). 

Expected Extensions of the current HSM unit 

It must be noted, that the integrity mechanism mentioned in this subsection is an ongoing work that is prone to 
change as the CIPSEC framework is implemented, integrated and tested. During these phases a fine-tuning of 
the protocols and functionality of the mechanism will be made.  

In the current state of the UoP HSM, there are several integrity sub-functions that are not fully implemented. 
The remote host software component that is needed to validate the security quote needs to be extended and 
tested so as to fully support the integrity mechanism. 

Also, HMAC alternative is a way of infusing message integrity needs to be fully supported by the UoP HSM and 
all software components. This means that updates/extensions need to be made both in the HSM hardware 
structure, software code but also on the host and remote host software components.  

Finally, the current structures inside the UoP HSM flash memory need to be updated, extended so as to 
support intermediate storage areas for the data to be digitally signed and integrity validated.  
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Table 14: UoP HSM FPGA device within Integrity Management 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology/ies 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension 
expected 

Source blocks Input from sources Output to consumers 
Consumer 

blocks 

 

Digital signature 
generation / 
verification of 
acquired data 

 

Message 
Authentication Code 
(MAC) based 
integrity checks 

 

Local Attestation  

 

Integrity mechanism 
security quote 
generation/validation 

 
UART serial 
communication 
USB port 

 
Network 
Security  
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 

 
Data to be digitally 
signed/verified 
Data to add MAC 
digests 
Possible data inputs: 

 log entries 

 sensor entries 

 
Security quote: 
Digitally signed data 
CI devices local 
attestation results 
 
Message integrity logs 

 
 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 

 
If the Consumer 
blocks act as 
Remote Hosts 
then we must 
modify Host 
software 
component to 
Remote Host 
software 
component  
 
HMAC 
functionality 
must be 
validated and 
tested in the 
HSM  
 
Adapt Flash 
Memory 
structures to 
match CIPSEC 
framework 
security 
concepts 
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4.6 WorldSensing's DoSSensing 

The Jammer detector (DoSSensing) tool from WorldSensing has been developed to respond to one of the most 
critical and impactful threats in critical infrastructures’ wireless networks, the Denial of Service, which is 
commonly seen in the form of jamming

1
 at the lowest level, the physical layer. 

DoSSensing is a stand-alone solution that monitors the whole wireless spectrum to detect anomalies derived 
from a Denial of Service attack, leaving all the wireless devices useless. This approach is made without 
needing to be integrated internally in the wireless network, representing a great advantage from the competitors 
offering a wide and an easy-to-deploy solution for the most heterogeneous and challenging critical 
infrastructure wireless environments. To that end, the tool firstly performs a detailed analysis of the radio 
frequency spectrum, and later processes the acquired data to identify potential anomalies, giving rise to alarms 
and warning messages (Figure 28).  

Basically, the DoSSensing solution consists of a sensor that has an antenna connected to a SDR module, 
which digitalizes the radio spectrum to a binary stream and transmits this to a Processing Board. The board 
will process in real time the incoming data and apply filters and algorithms to match the signals found to 4 types 
of well-known jamming signals.  

 Pulsed Jammer
2
 

 Wide Band Jammer
3
 

 Continuous Wave Jammer
4
 

 LFM Chirp Jammer
5
 

If one of those is detected, this incidence will be communicated by the sensor to the Monitoring Server, 
running on a separate machine. Finally, the Visualization tool will periodically get detection events from the 
Monitoring Server so that it can present them in real time.  

DoSSensing is physically wired to the customer to guarantee the communication flow in all circumstances. 

 
 

 

Figure 28: WoS DoSSensing Architecture 

SDR module & Processing Board 

DoSSensing is deployed to visualize in a real time and high reliability (98%) approach the wireless band from a 
physical layer perspective. The tool monitors the following communication channels in a non-intrusive 
“listening” way: 

 NB-IoT
6
 

                                                      
1
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_jamming 

2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse_(signal_processing) 

3
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wideband 

4
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_wave 

5
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chirp 

6
 https://www.gsma.com/iot/narrow-band-internet-of-things-nb-iot/ 
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 LoRa
1
 

 Sigfox
2
 

 UNB
3
 

 Weightless-N (700MHz – 900MHz)
4
 

 GSM/UMTS/LTE
5
 

 WiFi-802.11b/g
6
 

 RPMA
7
 

 Bluetooth
8
 

 ZigBee (2.4GHz)
9
 

To achieve this performance, DoSSensing hardware consists of a central processing board (Odroid C2), a 
Software Defined Radio module and an antenna: 

 The ODROID-C2 is a 64-bit quad-core single board computer (SBC) that is one of the most cost-effective 
64bit development boards available in the ARM world.  

 The Software Defined Radio peripheral works on transmission or reception of radio signals from extensive 
wireless bands. The device is designed to enable test and development of modern and next generation 
radio technologies. It is an open source hardware platform that can be used as an USB peripheral or 
programmed for stand-alone operation. 

 ALL mXTENDTM Antenna Booster
10

 has been specifically designed for providing multiband performance in 
wireless devices (in mobile devices), enabling worldwide coverage by allowing operation in several 
communication standards, such as 3G, 4G, LoRa, Sigfox, Bluetooth, Wifi, etc. 

The firmware of the system is based on SDRJD, which is an open-source Software-Defined Radio Jammer 
Detector [35] with the ability to scan a frequency range defined by the user and detect various types of RF 
jammers. It provides interfaces through USB to a variety of commercially available RF front-ends, adapting the 
processing algorithms to different sampling frequencies, intermediate frequencies and sample resolutions. 

Monitoring Server 

The Monitoring Server is a Python script that links the real-time visualization tool with the processing board that 
transmits the detection events. This module stores in memory the last received messages from the sensor by 
means of a TCP socket to receive every event. Besides, it implements a simple web socket server that 
responds to the Visualization interface queries with the latest events. 

Visualization Tool 

This module consists of an HTML page that mainly uses JavaScript libraries to work. It instantiates a web 
socket that runs locally on the user’s machine and that periodically retrieves detect ion events from the 
Monitoring Server. Those events are then presented in real time using a library called HighCharts to draw the 

                                                      
1
 https://www.lora-alliance.org/What-Is-LoRa/Technology 

2
 https://www.sigfox.com/en 

3
 http://www.telensa.com/unb-wireless/ 

4
 http://www.weightless.org/about/weightlessn 

5
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_mobile_phone_standards 

6
 https://www.lifewire.com/wireless-standards-802-11a-802-11b-g-n-and-802-11ac-816553 

7
 https://www.ingenu.com/technology/rpma/ 

8
 https://www.bluetooth.com/what-is-bluetooth-technology/how-it-works 

9
 http://www.zigbee.org/what-is-zigbee/ 

10
 http://www.fractusantennas.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/DS_FR01-S4-220.pdf 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software-defined_radio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software-defined_radio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_jamming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_jamming
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figures. Each one of the four jammers has its own real-time chart that shows its SNR level (dB) and frequency 
separately. The visualization tool is shown in Figure 29. 
 

 

Figure 29: Visualization Tool of the DoSSensing 

4.6.1 Role within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Within the Anomaly Detection Sensors of the CIPSEC framework, the jammer detector of Worldsensing 
(DoSSensing) is a key element to monitor the physical layer (radium spectrum) and the presence of anomalies 
in this environment, which can eventually lead to Denial of Service (DoS) events disturbing the normal function 
of the Critical Infrastructures through blanket and easy-to-implement attacks. 

DoSSensing’s advantage is linked to the fact that it is a multiband external element to the wireless network, 
which autonomously operates and processes the spectrum information following the guidelines previously 
provided. In this sense, no direct inputs from other CIPSEC elements are needed to work at least in a basic 
mode. Data processing is internally done, and alarms and reports are forwarded to the XL-SIEM lightening the 
operation of the system by reducing the data transfer within the CIPSEC framework. The architecture of 
DoSSensing is also designed to geolocate the attacks  

In CIPSEC, DoSSensing is framed in the Anomaly Detection Sensors category, analysing the radio spectrum in 
a stand-alone approach and providing the necessary input to the anomaly detection reasoner (ATOS XL-SIEM) 
for the latter decision-making process of CIPSEC framework. The details about how the DoSSensing fits in 
CIPSEC are detailed in the Table below. 

Our sensors will be monitoring the band the customer wants to protect (WLAN, LoRa, 4G, Bluetooth, ZigBee 
etc.) and will be analysing the physical layer in a low level way, collecting information about the spectrum in real 
time, processing that information through the different algorithms that detect the 4 anomalies in the form of 
jamming attacks for the 4 different techniques described above. 

Once the processing unit detects the anomaly in the band being monitored, it alerts about this attack and sends 
the alarms to the Anomaly Detection Reasoner through the syslog service to inform the whole framework that 
the wireless band of the Critical Infrastructure being monitored is under attack and measures have to be taken 
in order to prevent further attacks and systems to be compromised and also facts need to be investigated. 

Correlation of malicious activities at the same time the jammer attack is being performed will be carried out by 
the Anomaly Detection Reasoner for both incident response activities and post-mortem investigations. 
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Table 15: WorldSensing DoSSensing within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks  
Extension 
expected 

Source 
blocks 

Input from sources 
Output to 

consumers 
Consumer blocks 

 
Jamming 
Detector 
 
Wireless DoS 
attack warning 
system 

 
NB-IoT, Lora, 
Sigfox, UNB, 
Weightless-N 
(700MHz – 
900MHz) 
 
GSM/UMTS/LTE 
 
WiFi-802.11b/g, 
RPMA, Bluetooth, 
ZigBee (2.4GHz) 
 

 
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 
(network / 
device 
sensors) 
 
Anomaly 
detection 
sensors 

 
 
Data (radio spectrum) 
 
 
*No direct input from 
sources needed. Only, 
the configuration 
requirements are 
needed to operate the 
system 

 
Logs’ events, 
including alarms, 
warnings and reports  
 
*DoSSensing 
processes the 
acquired data. Only 
incidences are 
forwarded to the 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 

 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 

 
Geolocation of 
attacks  
 
 
 
Syslog module to 
report to ATOS 
XL-SIEM 
Reasoner 
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4.7 FORTH's honeypot 

FORTH’s solution comprises of a cloud based honeypot implementation which can provide information about 
potential network attacks. Honeypots monitor the network traffic of the critical infrastructure components 
(servers, routers, sensors etc.) and produce valuable results that will be combined with data produced by other 
partners’ solutions in order to enhance and guarantee the security of the critical infrastructures. FORTH’s 
solution is one of the main security assets of the Anomaly Detection component in the Acquisition layer of the 
CIPSEC core framework.  

Threats such as attacks against databases (MSSQL, MySQL, ORACLE, POSTGRES) and attacks against 
communication/transfer protocols (FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS, TELNET, DNS, SMTP, MS Windows RPC, 
SMB) are important and present in every critical infrastructure. Our implementation is able to detect such types 
of network attacks and provide information that can be used for terminating and preventing the attacks in the 
future. 

Our system is formed by two distinct components. The honeypot VMs and the control panel used for 
management purposes. Each Honeypot VM combines low and medium-high interaction honeypots for the 
detection. Such combination enables the system to monitor a larger range of IPs and services and to identify 
DDoS attacks more efficiently. Honeypots are fully configured and managed by an administrator through the 
control panel and transfer their results to a centralized database. The control panel is the component which has 
access to the central database where all the attack records are stored. The web based control panel also offers 
lots of visualization functionalities and an alerting notification mechanism for security analysts or the local 
administrator. A graphical representation of the FORTH’s solution architecture can be seen in the figure below.  

 

Figure 30. FORTH's solution architecture 

4.7.1 Role within Endpoint Detection and Response 

FORTH’s solution is envisioned as one of the sensors that will comprise the anomaly detection functionality of 
the Acquisition Layer of the CIPSEC core framework. Outdated software and poorly managed OT/IT 
communications can result in anomalous behaviours derived from malware and network attacks.  Honeypot 
VMs detect attacks and suspicious activity in the network by monitoring the ingoing and outgoing traffic 
produced from a predefined set of IP addresses. This IP space is called “dark space” and should be provided 
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as a configuration parameter to the Honeypot VM, either automatically from the critical infrastructure 
components or manually from a local administrator. Apart from the dark space, Honeypot VMs require the IP 
address of the control panel which is the component that visualizes the results, the IP address of the 
centralized database for storing the logs, and the IP address of the agent receiving the logs for sending them.  

When configured successfully, Honeypot VMs start analysing the network traffic and detect potential threats in 
the network. A big range of network attacks can be detected by Honeypot VMs, such as attacks against 
databases and attacks against communication/transfer protocols which are present in every critical 
infrastructure components. Honeypots VMs export the results in a specific format and send it to the Anomaly 
Detection Reasoner. This component provides reasoning capabilities by combining the information produced by 
Honeypots VMs with the data produced by other partners’ solutions in order to detect threats and ongoing 
attacks occurring at the Critical Infrastructure and to feed the central dashboard with the results for further 
investigation. 

Logs generated from our solution contain the following information:  

 connection_type: type of connection occurred (enumeration type: 'accept', 'connect', 'listen or 'reject') 

 connection_transport: transport protocol of the connection (enumeration type:  'udp', 'tcp' or 'tls') 

 connection_timestamp: date and time when the attack occurred 

 local_host: IP address of the sensor which captured the specific connection  

 local_port: Port number of the local emulated service 

 remote_host: IP address of the attacker 

 remote_port: Source port number of the attacker 

 connection_protocol: type of service attacked (e.g. smbd) 

Currently, these logs are transferred via syslog to a remote agent with a honeypot built-in plugin enabled. 
These results can be used for prevention with the assistance of a firewall that will apply ACLs or to create 
whitelists. Such whitelists will be used in highly static systems, such as control devices (RTU, PLC, etc.) or 
certain SCADA equipment (HMI, SCADA Server, etc.) that barely change throughout operation life, and have 
very specific software. 
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Table 16: FORTH's honeypot within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 

Extension expected 
Source 
blocks 

Input from sources Output to consumers 
Consumer 

blocks 

 
Real time 
detection of 
ongoing attacks 
on specific 
network services 
 
Real time 
blacklisting of 
attacker IPs 
 
Prevention with 
the assistance of 
firewalls that will 
apply ACLs  
 
Optional: 
Graphical 
visualization of 
attacks 
 

 
MySQL and 
PostgreSQL for 
storage 
 
Python for 
Honeypots 
 
A REST API and 
Python for the 
communication 
between the control 
panel and the 
honeypots 
 
Apache2 for the 
web based control 
panel 
 
Basic Linux 
libraries 

 
Network 
Security  
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 

 
Configuration 
parameter: 

 IP Dark Space for 
monitoring 

 IP address of 
control panel and 
databases 

 IP address of XL-
SIEM agent for 
sending the results. 

 
 
Network traffic 

 
Logs containing 
information about the 
attack (Attacker IP, 
Attacker source port, 
service targeted).  
 
Threats detected 
 
Optional: Graphs and 
statistics about the 
attacks 
 
Optional: Notifications 
via email for 
monitoring the activity 
of a specific attacker 
IP 
 
 
 

 
 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 

 
 
Patch Dionaea to send 
information via syslog to 
a remote XL-SIEM 
Agent with a Dionaea 
built-in plugin enabled.  
 
Our product (specifically 
the Honeypot VMs) 
should be patched to 
also accept the 
configuration from the 
CIPSEC source blocks 
and not only from the 
web based control 
panel.  
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4.8 Bitdefender’s GravityZone/TotalSecurity 

Bitdefender GravityZone is the Bitdefender enterprise security solution for organizations. It's redesigned from 
the ground up with a fresh, but proven private cloud computing architecture that takes full advantage of 
virtualized infrastructures. GravityZone leverages Bitdefender's antimalware technologies and provides a 
centralized security management platform for physical, virtualized and mobile endpoints. 

 

Figure 31: Bitdefender Gravity Zone architecture 

4.8.1 Role within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Besides antimalware protection, Bitdefender will provide inputs for the anomaly detection system in CIPSEC. 

The main technology involved is the proprietary Bitdefender engine that is able to detect security threats like 
malware, phishing, application control violation or data loss. 

For the Anomaly Detection Reasoner component, Bitdefender processes the raw data that comes as files, 
processes, or URL accesses and outputs security-related events. The following types of events are sent to the 
Anomaly Detection Reasoner: 

 Malware detection 

 Behavioural scanning 

 Disable behavioural scanning module 

 Phishing and fraud detection 

 Firewall  

 Application control 
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 Web control 

 Data protection 

 Authentication audit 

 Overloaded security server 
 
The events are sent in JSON format, using the syslog protocol already supported by GravityZone. 
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Table 17: Bitdefender’s GravityZone/TotalSecurity within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension 
expected 

Source blocks Input from sources Output to consumers Consumer blocks 

 
Real-time 
detection of 
security threats 
like malware, 
phishing, 
application 
control violation 
or data loss. 
 
Feeding events 
for correlation 
 

 
Bitdefender 
engines 
 
syslog API 

 
Network Security  
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
Components 

 
File contents 
 
Accessed URLs 

 

Static and dynamic 
malware detection 

URL filtered 

Phishing attempts 

Firewall events 

Application and web 
control events 

Data protection alert 

Server overload alert 

 
 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 
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4.9 AEGIS’s Forensics Toolkit 

The goal of every digital forensic (DF) investigation is the rapid reconstruction of a sequence of events and user 
actions from the (frequently large) volumes of available evidence. Whilst tools, techniques and methodological 
support for the early stages of investigation (acquisition, preservation, searching) are maturing, computer 
forensic software available today rely on different methods when displaying identified evidence making it 
difficult to address forensics challenges of non-traditional environments. Compounded by a wide variety of 
proprietary technologies and protocols, as well as critical system technologies with no capability to store 
significant amounts of event information, CI are those "systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital 
that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, 
national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters

1
.” The 

importance of maintaining CI safe increases the severity of the framework that ensures integrity and makes 
them non-traditional and extremely dependent to the complete environment. 

 

Figure 32. Graphic interface of the Aegis Forensics Data Visualization Toolkit 

AEGIS is developing a forensics data visualization toolkit (AVT) for critical infrastructures based on three pillars: 
a) Intuitive and detailed visualizations to active (real-time) cyber/digital forensics analysis. Visualization tools 
tend to be vertically integrated, and it is difficult to take information seen in one visualization tool and obtain a 
different perspective in another tool. AVT changes this by allowing multiple real-time views of the same data to 
be realized; b) Implementation, development and customization of AVT for the needs of forensics analysis in 
CIPSEC critical infrastructures (e.g. collection of effective data that could be used for post-incident security 
analysis, post-incident analysis incorporated into a defence-in-depth strategy, inclusion of real-time forensics 
analysis, correlation of forensic data aggregated from different sources, accommodates different views); c) 
Innovative forensics service(s) for the CIPSEC CI like the timeline analysis, the preconfigured views and the 
best practises.  

The following figure provides an overview of the three-layer architecture of AEGIS toolkit. 

                                                      

11
 Patriot Act of 2001 
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Figure 33. Aegis AVT Toolkit 

Although cyber forensics is a mature domain, an organization will need to tailor forensics services to CI to 
overcome specific challenges that strongly depend on the nature of the environment. As we already mentioned, 
this is evident in CIPSEC CI, forcing the AEGIS forensics service to be implemented with respect to their 
needs. AEGIS forensics service will analyse data that will be provided by a number of CIPSEC Agents (“Data 
layer”) offered from CIPSEC partners. In order to be sure that these Agents will offer the appropriate data to 
address the forensics challenges of the CIPSEC CI, AEGIS is analysing in depth the critical infrastructures of 
the three CIPSEC pilot domains, namely environmental, health and transportation, with the ultimate goal to 
define a number of Critical Infrastructure Performance Indicators (CIPIs). The goal is to come up with more 
than 20 CIPIs, a number that seems to be sufficient at the moment for monitoring the CI efficiently. 
 
The following table presents the CIPIs and non-CIPIs data that are important for a detailed forensics analysis 
and has been defined so far. It expected that the list will be extended as long as the project progresses. 
Several plugins/tools will be utilized for the collection of the data CIPIs as it can also be seen in the table 
(elaborated descriptions are provided in the following sub-sections).   

Table 18. CIPIs and tools supported by the Aegis AVT 

CIPI Plugin/Tool 

CPU Load Nagios 

Disk usage Nagios 

Number of current processes Nagios 

Authentication events HIDS agent 

Software installation HIDS agent 

SSH connection attempts HIDS agent 
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Concurrent ssh sessions Nagios 

Concurrent http sessions HIDS agent 

Memory usage Nagios 

Number of Malicious Connections Honeypot 

Number of malicious connecting IPs Honeypot 

Number of SSH connection attempts Honeypot 

Number of successful SSH sessions Honeypot 

Times of Malware Execution Detection Bit Defender 

Times of Blocked Firewall Traffic Bit Defender 

Times of port scanning Bit Defender 

Number of Wireless Signal Interruptions WorldSensing 

 

Table 19. Other sources of information feeding the Aegis AVT 

Non-CIPI indicative data Plugin/Tool 

Layer 2 connections (Ethernet) Netflow 

Layer 3 connections (IP) Netflow 

SSH username - passwords Honeypots 

Running processes Nagios 

Failed Http Requests (4xx errors) HIDS agent 

SNMP Messages OSSIM 

 
It must be noted that the above CIPIs and indicative non-CIPI data are subject to changes, replacements 
and/or additions of new CIPIs according to the needs that will emerge after initially deploying the AEGIS agent 
on the environment to be monitored. The versatile factors that can affect the final gathered CIPI/Non-CIPI set 
could for example include certain OS-specific restrictions, bandwidth limitations, hardware constraints and even 
national regulations of the country where the monitored environment resides. 

In order to use a common data model, the AEGIS Agent utilises OSSIM
1
, which as an open source security 

information and event management system that allows the integration of the used tools and plugins and a 
common representation of monitored events via a common data model (“Business Layer”). The output of the 
main plugins and tools used by the AEGIS Agent can be consumed by OSSIM by default and they are briefly 
described in a following sub-section. Moreover, based on Restful APIs, AEGIS forensics service is offering 
innovative capabilities (e.g. timeline analysis, preconfigured views, programming APIs) to the investigators.  

                                                      
1
 https://www.alienvault.com/products/ossim 
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Based on a dynamic visualization framework with viewpoints of varying granularity, the Presentation Layer 
offers intuitive detailed views according to the requirements of the forensics investigator.    

4.9.1 Role within Forensics Analysis Visualization tool 

AEGIS visualization forensics toolkit will be deployed for the three pilots of CIPSEC focusing on providing 
detailed views of live incidents and thus guide the forensics investigator to complete investigations in real time 
(live incident response). Clearly, these types of investigations are much more complex than in situations where 
the impacted technology can be taken offline (dead) and analysed in a proper investigative environment. To 
ensure proactively that a forensics investigation on a CI can indeed have a positive impact after a cyber 
incident, the forensic toolkit used by the investigator should include the capability to do a real-time investigation. 

The success of real-time forensics is going to vary appropriately with the nature of the system investigated. 
AEGIS will facilitate a live forensics analysis for three different CI and will perform tasks such as process 
monitoring and analysis (a number of indicators will be monitored and analysed in real-time), situation 
awareness analysis, views that combine data from different sources, accommodation of different sources, etc.   

Guided by the features offered (real-time monitoring of more than 20 critical indicators) the investigator can 
quickly react while the incident is happening. The system is offering the “Health” feature where for each region 
the investigator/administrator can view a combination of all monitored indicators, the respective trend 
(prediction/estimation - weighted average), aggregated values (minimum, maximum and current) of the 
indicators that we monitor (real-time - interval can be configurable), etc.  
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Table 20: AEGIS’s Advanced Data Visualization Toolkit within Forensics Analysis Visualization Tool 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension 
expected Source 

blocks 
Input from sources Output to consumers 

Consumer 
blocks 

 
Forensics 
Visualization 
service 
 
Situation 
awareness 

 
Data-driven 
visualizations 
developed with: 
  
a) JavaScript 
kits. 
e.g. d3js 
 
b) Matplotlib  
 
c) other similar 
frameworks and 
libraries 

 
Anomaly 
Detection 
Reasoner 

 
Queries to the server based on a 
user-defined set of Critical 
Infrastructure Performance Indicators 
(e.g. CPU load, memory utilization, 
incoming/outgoing network traffic, 
including absolute values and/or rate 
of change) 
 
A sensor detects some illegal activity 
in the network, and sends a trigger 
message with the characterization of 
the illegal activity as well as state 
information (e.g. which hosts are 
involved, protocols, etc.) to the AVT 

 
Detailed monitoring views and 
insights of information in the 
form of, geographical maps, 
tree maps, chord diagrams, 
etc. 
 
These views will be user-
driven and will address 
CIPSEC pilot usability 
requirements  
 
  
 
 

  

  
 
Forensics 
Service 

Timeline Analysis 
 
CIPIs and non-CIPIs are stored for a 
configurable period in the past and 
are presented to the investigator 
according to his/her requests.  
 
Preconfigured views 
 
Preconfigured views consist of 
event(s) characterized by affected 
CIPIs, investigator’s actions (AVT 
views brought up, events analysed 
during the attack, CIPIs values, etc.), 
scripts that collect actions and are 
activated when requested. 

Event Analysis View allows to 
scroll forward or backward in 
time. AVT provides indications 
of when events happened in 
the past so as to guide the 
investigator 
 
Knowledge gained a forensics 
analysis is utilized in future 
similar incidents  
 
 
To be considered: 
Instant replay, to replay the 
evolvement of the attack, 
starting, pausing, going back in 
time (timeline).   
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4.9.2 Role within Endpoint Detection and Response 

The AEGIS agent consists of a set of configuration scripts that utilise existing plugins and protocols in order to 
monitor Critical Infrastructure Performance Indicators (CIPIs). The agent can be configured on a per-case basis 
so as to adapt to the requirements of a specific environment that needs to be monitored. It can also use a 
configurable time window for which the data are retained (e.g. 30 days) and can be directly visualised by the 
frontend of the AEGIS Forensic Tool.  

HIDS Agent 

A Host-based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) allows monitoring and controlling of systems with the aim to 
alert administrators of possible intrusion attempts and prevent them from spreading to other systems of a 
network. HIDS includes the following features: 

 Log monitoring, which monitors a list of given log files 

 Rootkit detection, which allows system modifications that resemble a rootkit attack 

 File integrity monitoring, which checks for possibly malicious file updates/changes 

 Active Response, which allows automatic running of defined applications in response to captured security 
events 

The AEGIS Agent utilises the OSSIM HIDS agent
1
 which is an extension of OSSEC

2
. 

Nagios 

Nagios
3
 is a monitoring system that checks scheduling, execution, processing, handle events and alerts. 

Nagios plugins allow monitoring of hardware, services, metrics and applications in order to provide extended 
insight of the monitored IT infrastructure. AEGIS Agent utilises Nagios plugins like e.g. nrpe in order to monitor 
machines and store the gathered information in a common database which allows forensic analysis of possible 
security or outage events of a machine in a monitored network. 

Netflow 

NetFlow is an industry-standard protocol designed by Cisco Systems that allows capturing of information about 
network flows (communication between hosts using TCP/IP). The basic captured information includes: 

 Network Interface 

 Source IP Address 

 Destination IP Address 

 IP Protocol 

 Source port (for UDP or TCP flows, 0 for other protocols) 

 Destination port (for UDP or TCP, type and code for ICMP, or 0 for other protocols) 

 IP Type-Of-Service flags 

The AEGIS Agent utilises this information in order to help forensic investigation of network flows that took place 
at a certain point in time where a security event happened. 

                                                      
1
 https://www.alienvault.com/documentation/usm-appliance/ids-configuration/about-alienvault-hids.htm 

2
 https://ossec.github.io/ 

3
 https://www.nagios.org 
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Table 21. AEGIS’s Agents within Endpoint Detection and Response 

Function/ 
Service 

Technology 
(interfaces, 

protocols, etc.) 

Related CIPSEC functionality blocks 
Extension 
expected 

Source blocks Input from sources Output to consumers Consumer blocks 

 
AEGIS agents 
retrieve CIPIs 
and non-CIPIs 
data 
 
Pre-
processing 
according to 
agents 
configuration 
 

 
Open source tools 
and/or plugins like  
HIDS, Nagios and 
Netflow 

 
Network Security 
devices 
 
Critical 
Infrastructure 
components 

 
CIPIs and non-CIPIs data 
like CPU load, Disk 
usage, etc. 

 
Pre-processed data 
aggregated by agents 

 
Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner 
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5 CIPSEC services in reference architecture 

5.1 Introduction 

Along with available tools, CIPSEC also features a set of services which allow the creation of a security 
ecosystem around Critical Infrastructures. CIPSEC integrates five types of such services: 

 Vulnerability tests and recommendations, including studies for cascading effects attacks 

 Ad-hoc contingency plan definition in partnership between public and private entities (Contingency 
plans – PPP service) 

 Forensics service 

 Continuous solutions patching (Updating and Patching)  

 Ad-hoc security recommendation and staff training (User Training) 

Every service might have different parts, depending on their scope of the domain where they are applied. For 
example, the Contingency plans – PPP services has been divided into the Contingency plan service and the 
Compliance Management service. The following sections give a brief description of each service and their 
different parts, contextualized to the architecture designed in this deliverable. Further details on these services 
can be found in deliverable D2.4. 

5.2 Vulnerability tests and recommendation services 

5.2.1 COMSEC’s Vulnerability Assessment service 

In order to address information security challenges in the CIPSEC project, Comsec have crafted an approach 
that will provide CI, and of course the project pilots with a holistic view to identify security vulnerabilities and the 
ways to address them. This will assist CI in improving and maintaining a consistent level of security across its 
network. This will be achieved through a security vulnerability assessment. 

The Cyber & Information Security Assessment consists of 5 sections: 

1. Mapping the relevant threats, platforms and assets 

2. Security Infrastructure  

3. Application Security  

4. Deliverables & Reporting – which also feeds the recommendation service as it is detailed bellow. 

The initial phase will involve mapping CI’s key assets, platforms and threats. In this phase the CI 
owner/operator will provide Comsec with high level architecture, documentation and design of the tested CI 
environment. Any document that describes the tested environment in order for the testers to better understand 
it, should be sent. 

In the second phase, a technical security infrastructure assessment is made, that includes reviewing of the 
network security, firewalls and IPS\IDS, monitoring products, EDR and anti-virus etc. For this phase a detailed 
technical architecture diagram of the IT and network environment should be provided, as well as 
documentations about the different security products in place (NAC, EDR, IPS\IDS etc.). 

In the third phase, a technical application security assessment is made. In this phase the tester focuses on the 
applicative interfaces, APIs, CI and proprietary protocols in order to try to execute different applicative related 
attacks. For this phase a detailed description of the application and the interfaces should be provided. 
In addition, for any authenticated API and interface, credentials of 2 users from each type should be provided (2 
admin users, 2 regular users etc.). 
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The output of the vulnerability assessment service is a detailed report that includes executive summary & 
presentation, detailed findings with print screens PoCs and demos, and road map and recommendations that 
details how the found vulnerabilities should be fixed.    

The recommendations are fed into the CIPSEC dashboard for display. 

5.2.2 COMSEC’s Recommendation service 

The recommendations service is a continuation service of the vulnerability assessment service. The main 
source of input of the recommendations service is the vulnerability assessment report, and specifically the road 
map and recommendations for fixing the found issues at the end of the report. Additional sources can include 
other products’ output and alerts (such as BitDefender) that are stored in CIPSEC’s system’s main DB and 
dashboard. 

The different recommendations are extracted from the dashboard, and further analyzed by Comsec’s security 
consultants in order to provide custom tailored recommendations for the specific CI client. The output of this 
service includes a list of tailored and actionable recommendations for the specific CI, in order for the 
owner\operator of the CI to be able to quickly and efficiently mitigate the vulnerabilities found in other stages. 

5.3 Contingency plans – PPPs service 

As it was described in D2.1 the major problem related to cybersecurity in critical infrastructures is related to the 
lack of safety criteria when installing OT equipment. As a result, safety mechanisms need to be incorporated 
later, which limits their effectiveness. 

OT systems are currently found in many contexts such as industrial environments, critical infrastructures, data 
processing centres, service centres, telecommunications systems, smart cities or smart buildings. The criticality 
associated to these systems convert safety mechanisms into essential for important activities such as the 
detection of risks, or the installation of necessary security controls. The absence of security in the initial phases 
of design of the systems opens the door to potential risks that could imperil the infrastructure. This is typically 
due to the following reasons: 

 Lack of awareness on the weakness of OT equipment protection systems. 

 Lack of an easy access to industrial control systems connected to the network (e.g. remote control 
systems, SCADA servers based on operating systems that are not updated for fear of not functioning 
later, radio connections, etc.). 

 Excessive trust in physical security and access control measures, which may result in the possibility of 
cloning RFID cards or causing damage to a physical element of a system remotely. 

 Lack of awareness of the convergence of IT/OT technologies. Nowadays, the management and risks of 
a Cl OT system is practically the same as the management of any other IT computer connected in 
network. There is no technological barrier for ICT experts. 

 Lack of awareness of the new risks and motivations of potential attackers. 

5.3.1 Contingency plan 

CIPSEC’s Ad-hoc contingency plan definition, in partnership between public and private entities, would facilitate 
the process of leveraging information sharing and stock-taking of good policy and industrial practices to foster a 
common understanding between entities. It is also a reliable tool to define and recommend about public policy 
priorities, objectives and measures. A contingency plan identifies and promotes the adoption of good baseline 
practices for security and resilience; and v) define several contingency plans based on PPPs. In CIPSEC, it is 
used to define the baseline requirements for the security and resilience for the proposed experiments within the 
three pilots considered in CIPSEC.  
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From an architectural point of view, the CIPSEC Contingency plan will manage more serious security incidents 
with potentially disastrous consequences for the CI among events and alarms anomaly detection reasoner 
arises and using forensics services reports would extract security data insights.  

The CIPSEC contingency plan will take advantage of all these security knowledge, which could establish the 
priorities for a given security policy, defining the baseline requirements for the resilience of the CIPSEC 
framework plus identifying and promoting the adoption of good baseline practices for the OT systems' security. 

In summary, the CIPSEC contingency plan would allow to know the real state of the cybersecurity procedures 
within the CI installation. It will also propose checking the effectiveness of the security controls implemented in 
the organization, selecting the most appropriate ones according to the size of the CI, the activity carried out by 
it and the resources available. The contingency plan will allow for the management of the business continuity: 
possible scenarios of sinister in the organization will be determined. This will allow CI to find the best solutions 
and respond quickly and effectively to any security incident, ensuring business continuity. The detection of the 
residual risks assumed by the organization at all times and the specialized awareness for employees of CI 
specialties (production, maintenance, engineering, etc.) are also to be covered by the contingency plan defined 
in CIPSEC. 

5.3.2 Compliance Management 

Given that the necessity for security protection has been identified by Critical Infrastructure operators, the 
CIPSEC framework is at hand to provide solutions for the operators. The task of the CIPSEC compliance 
management service is to show the level of compliance between the solutions that CIPSEC framework 
provides and the requirements of the CI. The qualitative compliance measure will support the decision of CI 
technicians and CI managers to integrate the CIPSEC platform into their infrastructure. The compliance 
management service will be developed along CIPSEC’s railway pilot that is subject to constraints from various 
standards. The service could also be used to validate CIPSEC against those railway standards that have to be 
met in order to be allowed to operate a railway system. Moreover, some security solutions might already be 
installed in the CI operator’s systems. Responsible staff will want to choose which additional measures should 
be installed in the infrastructure. To avoid unnecessary cost, redundancy in security measures should be 
eliminated at best. Therefore, existing solutions are considered in the compliance service while highlighting the 
benefit of introducing CIPSEC’s framework with its security solutions. 

 

Figure 34: Overview of the Compliance Management Service 

For the service, the CIPSEC solutions will be profiled to prepare a template that can be used to validate the CI 
requirements. The components of the compliance methodology and their interaction are visualized in Figure 34. 
The profile contains the products and services of CIPSEC’s acquisition layer, the detection layer, the data 
processing layer, and the presentation layer. The railway CI’s requirements that emerge from domain 
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standards, expert knowledge and other sources, will also be brought into a format that enables the comparison 
with the solutions profile. Both, the CIPSEC profile and the CI requirements are input for a matching 
methodology that yields the qualitative compliance score. The matching takes different priorities of 
requirements into account to reflect the difference between mandatory protection and recommended security 
add-ons. The priorities are derived during the development of the service. 

5.4 Forensics service 

The Forensics service provides the means to retrospectively perform a security incident analysis but also 
identify new security events on real time. This is made possible by monitoring a set of CIPIs which provide all 
the necessary information of the status of a machine which was or is under attack. Through the innovative 
‘Preconfigured Views’ feature, the Forensics service allows investigators save visualization views of a specific 
security event and therefore use them again for other similar events thus fostering reusability and quick 
reaction time. 

CIPSEC forensics service will include innovative capabilities offered by AEGIS and other complementary 
services like training and consultation offered by CIPSEC consortium. CIPSEC consortium has already planned 
a set of training events. An indicative example is the 1

st
 CIPSEC training session which was organized by 

FORTH in Heraklion, Crete at 3
rd

 of July 2017. Among other training/educational sessions performed by the 
consortium, AEGIS presented the role of forensics investigation in cybersecurity and more specifically how the 
CIPSEC forensics service can be activated/operated in CIPSEC CI. 

Moreover, one of forensics service’s offerings will be the “Forensics Best Practices” for the three CIPSEC 
pilots, namely the Environmental, the Health and the Transportation one. Best practices will be based on the 
“Preconfigured Views” of AVT mentioned in the following paragraph.         

The time variable of evidence is extremely important for the forensics investigator. AEGIS forensics service will 
implement a time-based analysis and a timeline presentation of stored data (period of data presented is 
configurable). The investigator will be able to travel in time – scroll forward and backward and have a detailed 
view of all the CIPIs defined. After tracking the time that an event occurred, the investigator will be able to 
analyse the CIPIs of other events that led to the specific one, compare the current event with previous (similar) 
events (again in terms of the information provided by the detailed views of all the CIPIs, direct comparison of 
current with historical states) and as more data comes in, operator can investigate outcomes. 

Benefit of AEGIS forensic toolkit is that “knowledge” gained during an analysis can be utilised in future similar 
incidents (“Preconfigured views”). The process is the following: a) an event is characterised by affected CIPIs, 
b) the investigator response is stored in the event file (e.g. specific views brought up and events highlighted 
during analysis), c) actions are collected in a “script” that is to be executed when similar events are observed. 
The “Preconfigured views” capability can speed up incident response, make event reporting faster – easier and 
allow investigator to concentrate on the analysis rather than bringing up the required views. 

The RESTful API of the forensics service is implemented in java and it is based on the Jersey
1
 RESTful Web 

Services framework. The API exposes the data stored in OSSIM’s database in JSON format and offers a 
number of services to get any CIPI based on a number of parameters like e.g., the name of the monitored 
machine, the name of the CIPI, the timeframe, etc. Using Jersey, existing services can be easily adapted to 
updated requirements and also new services can be easily created in order to cover emerging needs. 

The Forensics service consumes data coming from Endpoint Detection and Response and Anomaly Detection 
Reasoner. These are the main CIPSEC blocks that provide information on the monitored CIPIs. The 
information is fetched via AEGIS Agents and other agents like e.g. Honeypots, XL-SIEM, GravityZone, etc. The 
Data Retriever subcomponent gets this data and includes the retrieval methods that allow the creation of proper 
output. Moreover, input is also needed by the end users of the service. Configuration options such as the 
assets and topology of the monitored network have to be provided so as to properly setup the service. End 
users are also responsible to create and save Preconfigured Views for later use. 

The output of the Forensics service mainly includes a way of serving the CIPIs and Non-CIPI data in a time-
oriented manner so as to allow the timeline inspection of security events. This is possible through a set of web 
services that comprise the RESTful API which is described in the previous paragraphs. Moreover, the provided 

                                                      
1
 https://jersey.github.io 
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API enables the interoperability aspect of the Forensics service since it follows modern architecture and 
formatting standards and can be easily adopted by third parties who might wish to exploit it for different 
visualisations or interfaces. The Presentation Layer of CIPSEC is the main block that utilises the API through 
the Forensics Data Visualisation Tool, as presented in Section 4.9. 

5.5 Updating/Patching service 

The updating service addresses a wide range of targets, as any piece of software requires updating.  

An important aspect of securing critical infrastructures is that the security tools themselves should meet high 
security standards. In order to prevent widening the attack vector by providing vulnerable software, the CIPSEC 
tools should always be up-to-date. The updating service will target any system that has software components 
deployed and will be deployed among them. 

This service will be responsible for communicating with the CIPSEC cloud in order to retrieve existing updates. 
If a component has the self-update feature, it will be simply notified by the updating service. In the other case, 
the update service will stop the component, patch it, and then restart it. 

The following CIPSEC products will be updated by this service: 

 Atos’ XL-SIEM has several components that process events in order to detect security threats. New 
event types or improved detection rules require updating in order for the CI to benefit from the best 
protection. 

 UPC’s Data Privacy tool may need updates as the tool evolves. 

 Bitdefender’s GravityZone is an antimalware product and part of the detection is based on signatures 
that need to be updated periodically. For systems with Internet access, it is important to update on a 
regular basis, several times a day.  

 AEGIS’s Forensics Data Visualization Toolkit needs to be updated in order to incorporate new features 
and bug fixes. 

5.6 User Training Service 

CIPSEC’s training service will offer specialized training courses with a generalist view on the field of 
cybersecurity and a special focus on critical infrastructures. Also, tailored versions adjusted to the operational 
environments of the various Critical Infrastructure Providers (e.g. health sector, transportation etc.) will also be 
offered. These courses are an important part of the CIPSEC security ecosystem, because the critical 
infrastructures do not only rely on technology and services but they are operated by experts with a 
sophisticated know-how of their domain. The CIPSEC Platform, as it becomes available, will be an important 
subject in these courses, as it will be leveraged to protect critical infrastructures including their 
interdependencies. These courses have a direct relationship to stakeholder engagement and community 
building, since they are envisioned to engage the experts and awake their interest in the CIPSEC platform, 
which may ease a smooth adoption and subsequent daily use in the management of critical infrastructure 
security. 

5.6.1 CIPSEC 3-tier training service 

CIPSEC training courses will be organized in groups following a 3-tier approach which is depicted below 
(Figure 35). Our goal is to offer a service which begins with a generalist view on the field cybersecurity, digs a 
bit deeper into Critical Infrastructure and finally offers specialized training for the CIPSEC security framework. 
With this approach we seek to engage more people with diverse background, technical expertise and goals. 
We believe that a training service specially adjusted to the CIPSEC framework would have very limited and 
highly specialized audience, whilst a training service which includes courses in general fields of security like 
cybersecurity, network protection, antivirus and antimalware etc. will have a much broader audience and have 
better impact to our work and our project.  

Furthermore, we are planning to make all our courses open to the public through an innovative eLearning 
platform called FORGEBox. This platform will allow registered users to view all published material and also 
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create and upload their own interactive courses thus enabling external experts to design and publish their own 
training courses and enrich the CIPSEC training service with additional security courses that are currently 
outside the scope of this project. 

 

Figure 35: CIPSEC training service 3-tier approach 

Cybersecurity (Certification could be valuable) 

The first tier which includes the most general courses has the most broader scope and is targeted for 
technicians and engineers working in various different companies and CI as well as home users with general 
interest in cybersecurity 

Table 22: Cybersecurity topics for the training service 

Topic Description 

Network Monitoring 
Efficient methods and techniques to identify cyber-attacks and combat 
them in network level. 

Honeypots 
Various matters related to honeypots (e.g. deployment use and 
operation, use for anomaly detection, honeypots for Health CI etc.). 

DoS identification 
DoS identification methods and mitigation techniques and defences in 
various levels. 

Antivirus/Antimalware Antivirus-antimalware and general good practices for cyber-protection. 

Target audience: Technicians and Engineers of CI, Employees of CI with previous technical background or 
interest in cybersecurity, domestic users. 

Critical Infrastructures (Certification could be valuable)  

The second tier includes the more specialized courses in the field of Critical Infrastructure protection and is 
targeted for CI Employers, Technicians, Engineers, and Management etc. 

Topic Description 

System integrity for ICS 
Analysing main threats to industrial control systems (e.g. the exploitation 
of applications, protocols and communication interfaces). 

Network Protection  
Protecting the networks against attacks (like Denial-of-Service, network 
infiltration and communication modification) and ensuring the timeliness 
of transmitted messages are essential assets for sustaining operation of 
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the CI. 

Hardware security  
Vulnerabilities introduced in critical infrastructure system devices by 
inappropriate hardware or software implementations of security 
algorithms. 

Privacy Various privacy issues related to Critical Infrastructures. 

Social engineering 
Raise awareness about all social engineering techniques used 
nowadays, and how human factor is exploited in various combinations to 
create attacks.  

Best Practices 
Promote good security policies and industrial practices to foster common 
understanding 

Target audience: Technicians, Engineers, Management and any other Employees of CI. 

CIPSEC Platform (Certification could be valuable) 

Finally the third tier will include courses based on the CIPSEC platform and it will be targeted for administrators 
and users installing and operating the platform. These courses will discuss various technical aspects like the 
different menus available to configure platform and how to set the data related to security is shown. This course 
will also include specific guidelines and best practices about the CIPSEC platform and the different specific 
tools that the platform is composed of, such as the Atos’ XL-SIEM, the Bitdefender’s GravityZone, or the 
WorldSensing’s DoSSensing. 

Target audience: CIPSEC platform admins, end users. 

5.6.2 CIPSEC training events - Deploying and evaluating CIPSEC training 
courses 

CIPSEC will organize three training events in conjunction with well-known security conferences. The purpose of 
these events is to present our training courses to large groups of people with a background in security. This will 
not only make the CIPSEC project known a larger audience, but will give us the opportunity to evaluate our 
courses across different types of people with background in cybersecurity and other relevant fields 
(researchers, professionals, technicians, end users etc.). 

5.6.2.1 CIPSEC first training event 

The first CIPSEC training event was organized by FORTH in July '17 (July 03, 2017) in conjunction with IEEE 
ICSS. It was a one day event where people attending the conference were invited to participate and provide 
feedback on the presented material. 

The courses presented in this event are the following: 

Table 23: Courses part of the CIPSEC training service 

1. Honeypots – 
FORTH  

 

Description: This course aims to help attenders to understand the concept of 
honeypots and their role in the protection of critical infrastructures in the context of the 
CIPSEC project. In the first part, the course will start with a general presentation on 
honeypots in order to inform the audience how this security mechanism operates in 
order to detect potential network threats. The first part will conclude by summarizing the 
benefits of using honeypots in the context of the CIPSEC architecture in order to 
enhance the security of critical infrastructures.  

In the second part of the course, FORTH will demonstrate a honeypot solution which is 
used in the CIPSEC project. This solution automates the process of honeypot 
deployment and configuration and provides visualization of results and alerting 
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mechanisms for administrators. This solution is based on the Dionaea low interaction 
honeypot, and the Kippo medium-interaction honeypot. The first is a general-purpose 
honeypot which offers multiple emulators for network services, while the second is 
specialized in the SSH protocol. Through the course, the audience will have the 
opportunity to see how this infrastructure is operated through a web based control 
panel and how a specific attack can be performed and captured in real time.      

Target Audience: IT practitioners 

Security Areas Covered: Network traffic anomaly detection 

Duration: 45’ 

Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): Bring your own laptop  

Presenter(s): Antonis Krithinakis, Christos Papachristos 

2. DDoS attacks 
on critical 
infrastructures 
– COMSEC 

Description: Large-scale distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on government 
sites has been relatively few, but there is evidence to suggest that trend may be 
changing for the worse. This spate of attacks has raised questions and concerns; if the 
Internet is vulnerable to DDoS, how reliable is our critical infrastructure, such as utility 
systems? 

DDoS attacks are increasingly fuelled by the millions of devices connected to the 
Internet of Things (IoT) and it is a threat because the grid is vast and constantly 
evolving, with some new technologies that are connected to the IoT. 

This course aims to help attenders to understand the concept of the DoS & DDoS 
(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks and their implementation in the critical 
infrastructures area in the context of the CIPSEC project. In the first part, the course will 
start with a general explanation on DDoS attacks in order to inform the audience how 
this attack take place as well as trends regarding to DDoS. 

The second part dedicated to different DDoS scenarios, divided into 3 main groups:  

 Infrastructure Level DDoS 

 Application Level DDoS 

 Special DDoS Attacks 

Finally, the course will present the DDoS service attacks provided by Comsec and how 
this test technique will be implemented as part of the CIPSEC framework and services 
for critical infrastructures. 

Target Audience: IT practitioners 

Security Areas Covered: Network and communication security 

Duration: 45’ 

Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience 

Presenter(s): Omri Sagron 

3. A gentle 
introduction to 
advanced 
anonymization 
of databases – 
UPC 

Description: This presentation deals with new trends in data privacy, providing a quick 
glance at some of the privacy challenges and solutions in modern information 
technologies, with emphasis on the benefits in CIPSEC’s critical infrastructures. The 
first part of the presentation begins with a general overview of big-data technologies 
and challenges, and concludes with k-anonymous micro aggregation as a privacy 
mechanism. The second part will discuss the cost effectiveness in advanced privacy 
technologies. Finally, our Data Privacy Tool will be presented. 

Target Audience: General audience 

Security Areas Covered: Statistical disclosure control 
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Duration: 45’  

Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience 

Presenter(s): Ahmad Mezher 

4. Digital 
Forensics – 
AEGIS 

Description: When a crime is committed, there are important steps to be taken in order 
to collect evidence, preserve evidence so that they can be used in a court of law later 
on, analyse evidence, and draw conclusions which may range from an analysis of the 
MO of the perpetrators to recommendations to prevent the recurrence of the specific 
crime. This course will take the audience through all the steps (Collection, Examination, 
Analysis, and Reporting) of an effective forensic investigation using a sample case 
study as an example. In addition, examples from old cases will be used to give the 
audience an opportunity to consider the ethical, legal, procedural and financial 
considerations that may influence the course a forensic investigation. 

Target Audience: IT Security, Law Enforcement 

Security Areas Covered: Digital Forensics 

Duration: 45’ 

Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience 

Presenter(s): Vassilis Prevelakis, Professor of Embedded Systems Security, TU 
Braunschweig, Germany. 

5. Securing 
Critical 
Infrastructures 
through 
hardware 
means: Strong 
points and 
weaknesses of 
Hardware 
security 
tokens – UOP 

Description: In this presentation, an overview of the most important hardware based 
technologies that are currently used in order to protect security sensitive devices is 
made and the most important security gaps that such technologies may have are 
discussed. The focus points of such technologies are primarily focused on security 
tokens that can be physically associated to a host device to provide security services 
like smart cards or Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs). The overall architecture of such 
modules is presented and the design challenges to realize them are highlighted. Also, 
the cryptography/security services that they can provide are discussed. Furthermore, in 
the lecture, possible vulnerabilities that may exist in a security module are presented. 
More specifically, the lecture is focused on side channel analysis attacks and fault 
injection analysis attacks, showing how such attacks can be mounted and how they can 
compromise the most important assets of a Security token i.e. its cryptography keys.  
Side channel attacks exploit the information leaking from the physical characteristics of 
a Hardware or software security/cryptography implementation (power consumption, 
timing, electromagnetic emission, etc.) and can be easily mounted on a badly 
implemented Security token. The most widely used applied countermeasures for such 
attacks are described in the lecture. Finally, the hardware security token (the University 
of Patras Hardware Security Module) design approach followed in the CIPSEC project 
is presented and the overall security services it provides is presented 

Target Audience: Generic and experts 

Security Areas Covered: Hardware Security 

Duration: 45’  

Required tools (any special hardware software etc.): None for the audience 

Presenter(s): Apostolos P. Fournaris (University of Patras) Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Senior Researcher. 

An overall view of the courses presented in CIPSEC’s first training event is depicted in the following table 
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Table 24: Summary of courses presented in CIPSEC's first training events 

No Course Title   Tier, TOPIC Partner Responsible Person 

1 Honeypots 
1

st
 Tier – Cybersecurity, 

Honeypots 
FORTH 

Antonis Krithinakis, Christos 
Papachristos, Sotiris Ioannidis 

2 DDoS protection 
1

st
 Tier – Cybersecurity, 

Honeypots 
COMSEC Omri Sargon  

3 
A gentle introduction to 
advanced anonymization 
of databases 

2
nd

 Tier – Critical 
Infrastructure, Privacy 

UPC Ahmad Mezher 

4 Forensics 
2

nd
 Tier – Critical 

Infrastructure, Forensics 
AEGIS Vasilis Prevelakis 

5 

Securing Critical 
Infrastructures through 
hardware means: Strong 
points and weaknesses 
of Hardware security 
tokens 

2
st
 Tier – Critical 

Infrastructure, Hardware 
Security 

UOP Apostolos Fournaris 

5.6.2.2 CIPSEC second training event 

Using a similar conference co-location ideology for disseminating to a larger audience, TUD plans to organize 
the second training session in Sept'18 in conjunction with IEEE ARES conference. 

5.6.2.3 CIPSEC third training event 

COMSEC will define the timing and theme of its training activity in due course.  

Table 25: Foreseen CIPSEC courses 

Partner Date Co-location 

FORTH July 2017 IEEE ICSS 

TUD September 2018 IEEE ARES 

COMSEC Will be announced in due course. 

5.6.3 Storing and Publishing courses online  

Provision of CIPSEC training courses to the public is one of CIPSEC’s main objectives. To achieve this, we will 
host all our courses in a public repository and allow free access to everyone. In addition to this, CIPSEC will 
make use of an innovative e-learning platform designed and operated by one of its partners (UoP) to publish 
some of its courses there as well. This platform is called FORGEBox. (Figure 36) 

FORGEBox gives the opportunity to its users to create and host "interactive" online courses using real testbeds 
(servers, computers, networks etc.) located across Europe. These courses can be executed directly in this 
platform or exported in various formats to be inserted in other LMS (e.g. Moodle). More information about 
FORGEBox can be found on http://www.forgebox.eu/fb/. FORGEBox makes use of FORGEStore, an online 

http://www.forgebox.eu/fb/
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marketplace for software tools, widgets and services that someone can use to create the interactive courses. 
Such widgets for example offer webssh tools, visual log reports, automated resource allocation of real servers 
etc. More information about FORGEStore can be found on http://forgestore.eu/  

 

 

Figure 36: FORGEBox platform 

http://forgestore.eu/
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6 Conclusions 

This deliverable reported on the CIPSEC reference architecture, which also included the design methodology 
used, and the role of CIPSEC tools and services within this architecture. The result is a layered architecture 
which is conceived to be easily integrated within and adapted to a critical infrastructure. The layered approach 
followed allows extending the architecture with new capabilities, such as different reasoners, customized 
presentation tools or new sensors of the acquisition layer, requiring a minor effort for adapting the format of the 
data managed by such legacy systems to the format required by the higher layers of the framework. With this 
approach, the specific characteristics and requirements of different critical infrastructures can be covered, 
allowing also for an easy adaption to new threats or requirements that might appear in the future.  

This deliverable fulfils the main objective of the CIPSEC project: the creation of unified security framework that 
orchestrates state-of-the-art heterogeneous security products to offer high levels of protection in IT (information 
technology) and OT (operational technology) departments of Critical Infrastructures. The resulting architecture 
will be validated through the implementation of the demonstration prototype and will also be used as the basis 
for the implementation of the three pilots considered in CIPSEC, covering the transportation, health and 
environment monitoring domains.  
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